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Current situation

The research - confirmed with business and community
feedback - indicates that the Regional Centre is in a state of
change.
Modbury has an important role as a Regional Centre offering
the local area a full range of shopping, administrative, cultural,
health, community, transport, entertainment, education,
religious and recreational facilities, and public and private
office development to a regional catchment area.
The City of Tea Tree Gully (the City), as a whole, is facing
emerging population issues that, if not addressed, could lead
to a lack of vibrancy and attractiveness. Current trends include
young people moving out of the area to access jobs and
housing, an ageing population and increasing numbers of one
and two-person households. To counter these trends and plan
for the future, there is a need to offer people an affordable and
convenient place to live within the region that suits the needs
of all of the population.
If we address these challenges there is an opportunity to
create a city centre that is functional, enjoyable and suits the
City’s future needs.
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Executive summary

The Technical Report is a companion document to the
Structure Plan providing additional background information
and guidance. It is not intended to repeat the full contents of
the Structure Plan nor reinvent strategic work that has already
been undertaken by both Council and the State Government.

However, it is recognised that there will be a need for a very
high standard of design and careful consideration of how new
development may impact on existing uses. This can be
managed through the use of quality design approaches on a
site by site basis.

The Structure Plan brings together a wide range of historical,
current and future issues that impact on how the Modbury
Precinct does and will work for shoppers, those using services
and facilities, residents and visitors. There are many and
varied considerations that underpin the Structure Plan which
are summarised in this document.

The first steps are important:

The aim is to guide future actions and development so that the
Precinct will meet the future needs of the north-east region. It
recognises that change is inevitable and with forward
planning, there is a real opportunity to guide change so that it
delivers greater benefit to the whole community.
Market analysis identifies clearly that a ‘do nothing’ approach
will not only potentially lead to a slow decline of the centre,
but will also create housing shortages in the future for some
sectors of the market. While neither of these issues is at a
critical point now, considerable lead time is needed to plan for
changes so that these issues can be addressed before they
become urgent. The process of change occurring in a positive
direction will take time and will involve Council actively
intervening and being a major player in the process. To
achieve all the outcomes in the Structure Plan can take
anywhere up to 20-30 years.
Modbury Regional Centre is very well placed to accommodate
change because:
• It is relatively central within the north-east region and
located at the intersections of a number of main roads
• It is supported by a relatively high standard of
infrastructure and services
• It is well serviced by public transport (including the O-Bahn
which is the most popular public transport service in
Adelaide)
• It has space available to accommodate redevelopment

• Encourage everyone to see Modbury as their regional
centre now and in the future
• Seek broad community support and ‘buy in’ to start down
the right track for the long term future
• Council to start initiating small, manageable physical
projects that demonstrate how the plan can deliver better
outcomes for everyone
• Encourage more people to use the precinct to support
current businesses and existing jobs
• Amend the Development Plan to ensure better design
outcomes are achieved on all new developments.
In the short to medium term the fundamental elements
underpinning the Structure Plan include:
• Upgrading of streetscapes
• Street tree planting
• A program of activities and events to attract people into the
precinct
• Create safe, green linkages for cyclists and pedestrians
into the precinct
• Support for owners who wish to re-develop their properties
• Create opportunities for the development of key sites for
mixed use activities and new residential development.
In order to achieve the vision outlined in the Modbury
Structure Plan, Council will need to purposefully intervene,
initiate, facilitate and invest in the precinct, as well as work
with key government departments, agencies and the private
sector to attract sustainable major projects and programs. At
the same time Council will also need to work with community
groups, landowners and local businesses to support the local
smaller scale changes needed.

• It has a distinctive natural, green environment that could
be further enhanced.
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Strategic planning approach

This Structure Plan draws together a wide range of historical,
current and future issues that impact on how the Modbury
Precinct can cater for its community including residents,
visitors, business owners, landowners and service providers.
Change is inevitable and brings opportunities. Forward
planning will ensure that, together, we will deliver the best
possible outcomes for the benefit of the community by
catering for emerging trends in consumer expectations and
demands.
Live Life Modbury is a Council led major project that aims to
create a place that enables business to respond to change
aligned to our shared vision. Council’s commitment will be to
invest time, leadership, effort and money in improving the
public environment to transform the Modbury Precinct into the
place to be, for both people and business. We will also
explore opportunities to develop partnerships with the key
stakeholders including the private sector and state
government.
Our vision for Modbury Precinct is to deliver a range of
initiatives by involving our many stakeholders. These initiatives
include:
• Amending the policies in the Development Plan to facilitate
the desired land uses and outcomes envisaged
in this Structure Plan
• Initiating small, manageable projects that demonstrate that
the plan can deliver better outcomes for everyone
• Developing partnerships between business and property
owners in the precinct, State Government and Council to
deliver initiatives.
• Planning in advance for upgrades to infrastructure that will
be needed over the next 30 years
• Identifying and applying for external funding opportunities
• Encouraging the community and local business to identify
new initiatives and become involved in the delivery of
these
• Allocating funding within Council’s annual capital works
programs, budgets and Long Term Financial Plan to
deliver the vision
• Ensuring stakeholders share the vision for the precinct and
commit to the delivery of this vision
• Developing a communications approach to ensure key
stakeholders are informed throughout the delivery of the
project
• Developing a marketing strategy that will promote the
precinct and attract people and business.
Information about Live Life Modbury can be found on
Council’s website www.teatreegully.sa.gov.au
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City of Tea Tree Gully
The City lies at the foot of the Mount Lofty Ranges, north-east
of the Adelaide CBD. It is a 25 minute drive or 17 minute
O-Bahn ride from the CBD.
The City has experienced rapid growth over the last 40 years,
mostly through expansion into its fringe areas. This has led to
development of a suburban city of mainly detached dwellings.
The City also has significant business, retail, educational and
medical services and activities, which are concentrated in the
Modbury Precinct. In addition, there is a number of day-to-day
shopping facilities and commercial centres scattered
throughout the City.
Traditionally, the City has attracted first-home buyers and
families with children, however the population is ageing and
the number of single-person households has increased
resulting in fewer people living in each house.
There is pressure on the housing industry to deliver innovative
and different housing styles. In particular, there is a need for
smaller houses with fewer bedrooms, closer to public
transport and with good access to schools, shops,
employment, recreation and entertainment.
There is increasing demand for more housing choice, which
the existing housing stock cannot meet. The demand is
coming from all sectors of the population and across a
diversity of age groups. Rental and affordable housing is in
high demand but in low supply.

Our 30 year vision is for the Modbury Precinct to become
a thriving centre, buzzing with energy and people

Structure Plan
The Modbury Precinct Structure Plan sets a long-term vision
for the Precinct to develop into a thriving centre, buzzing with
energy and people through:
• Changes in land uses and activities by embracing new
investment and business fostering infrastructure to support
these activities
• Improving transport corridors and developing inviting
walkways to accommodate movement of people and
vehicles

Previous engagement with our community and other
stakeholders
Community engagement conducted by Council during
2010-2011 with the create20forty project, the development of
Council’s Strategic and City Master Plans and the Strategic
Directions Report supports the need for:
• Provision of new housing for current and future
generations in carefully planned locations
• Houses designed to meet the needs of an ageing
population allowing people to stay in their community

• Supporting a creative and vibrant leisure and cultural
scene.

• Reducing fringe development by supporting infill approach
near major public transport hubs and community services

The Modbury Structure Plan establishes parameters that:

• Providing high-quality, frequent public transport so that
people living and working in these areas have a choice of
affordable transport and options

• Create an urban lifestyle that is walkable and offers
convenient access and proximity to services and
shopping, promoting community interaction
• Provide a much greater variety of high-quality public
spaces, café culture and interesting places to go
• Cater equally for our ageing community and our younger
community - create easy access to jobs and services,
provide forms of housing that are more affordable and less
reliant on having and running a car
• Upgrade streetscapes (street trees, pavements, lighting,
landscaping and shop/office fronts) and public spaces
(pocket parks, public squares and creek lines)
• Move to medium-density living, which gives people more
choices for living an urban lifestyle in sustainable,
convenient and enjoyable places
• Expand the existing retail environment
• Create a centre that feels welcoming and safe
• Offer a variety of things to do for people of all ages and
tastes
• Support a variety of jobs and business growth options
• Include a variety of food, entertainment and special events.

• Creating a very high standard of urban amenity, including
pleasant streets and high-quality public spaces, gardens
and recreation areas
• Offering residents a convenient, vibrant retail, leisure and
cultural hub, with close proximity to major shopping and
places to meet, socialise and connect with their
community.
In order to cater for this growing need within our community,
there is a need to provide housing that enables people to live
a different type of lifestyle in a place where they can walk to
and have easy access to shops, services and public transport.
This does not mean that residents will stop having cars, but
they will use them less and walk and cycle more.
The Modbury Precinct has a high level of services and
infrastructure and is ideally located to accommodate more
diverse forms of housing within the precinct.
An increase in the resident population in the precinct means
that more people will use the precinct throughout the day and
into the evening. With more people around, creating more
demand and more activity, Modbury would attract more
businesses and services.
There are a number of important facilities that exist on the
periphery of the precinct. Waterworld aquatic centre is located
immediately to the north of the precinct and has undergone a
major redevelopment to its facilities. The Dry Creek Linear
Park Corridor is also very popular with residents and visitors.
Both are accessible from the precinct by walking, cycling,
public transport and car.
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Strategic planning approach

State Government strategic context

Council Strategic Plan 2011–2015

The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide identifies Modbury
Regional Centre as one of five regional centres in metropolitan
Adelaide and also as a high-level Transit Orientated
Development site supported by the Modbury O-Bahn
interchange.

The Council’s Strategic Plan 2011–2015 sets out a 30-year
vision for the City. The plan is guiding Council’s decisions as it
works towards achieving the 30-year vision. The vision
statement has nine themes that capture the shared priorities
of the community.

The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide (The Plan) was
prepared by the State Government in 2010 to establish a
vision for growth and development across the Greater
Adelaide region through to the year 2040. The Plan aims to
guide the future development of Greater Adelaide and identify
where people will live and work and where transport and
infrastructure will be provided.

The ideas and inspirations that were collected as part of the
create20forty process have been considered and used to
underpin the development of the Modbury Structure Plan.

The Plan has three main objectives:

• Our environment

• Maintain and improve liveability

• Our transport networks

• Increase competitiveness

• Our population

• Drive sustainability and resilience to climate change.

• Our leadership

With its existing mix of uses and services together with the
Modbury O-Bahn Interchange, the precinct has the potential
to develop into a transit-oriented hub.

• Our community

Modbury is set to capitalise on its advantages. It is located at
the intersection of a number of key arterial roads that extend
into the surrounding suburbs. The roads also provide good
vehicle access to adjoining council areas including the
Adelaide Hills and through to the Barossa.
State Government has developed seven strategic priorities for
the State’s future. These comprise:
1. Realise the benefits of the mining boom for all
2. Every chance for every child
3. Advanced-level manufacturing
4. An affordable place to live
5. Safe communities, healthy neighbourhoods
6.	Premium food and wine from our clean environment
7. Creating a vibrant city.
Of these seven priorities, our approach to the Modbury
Precinct aligns well with priorities 4, 5 and 7. In particular,
Modbury Precinct is ideally located for high-amenity
apartment-style living with its views across the valley and
close proximity to health, education services, major shopping
and the O-Bahn bus way.
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The key strategic objectives outlined in the plan are:
• Our buildings and infrastructure
• Our local economy

• Our leisure, play and arts
• Our housing and living.

Strategic planning approach

City Master Plan 2011–2040

Growth targets over the next 30 years

Like the 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide, the City of Tea Tree
Gully City Master Plan aims to focus urban renewal activity in
specific locations. Most areas within the City will continue as
low-density, suburban and residential. However, where there
are locations that can offer a combination of services and
convenient access, such as Modbury Precinct, the intention is
to add some mixed-use, medium-density living options for
people who wish to enjoy a more urban lifestyle.

Delivering the Structure Plan for Modbury Precinct could result
in:

Many suburbs have been developed on the assumption that
everyone accesses services by car. The vision for the new infill
areas is that people will be living within walking distance and
therefore they will want to walk, or use public transport, to
local centres for shopping, catching up with friends or just to
have a coffee and read the paper. The aim is to improve the
streetscape for these residents so they will benefit from quality
urban living and access to a range of stimulating communitybased activities.
To achieve this, we need to improve the design and safety of
the public environment while not forgetting the need to retain
easy movement of traffic along the key arterial roads. There
needs to be a balance between amenity and safety for those
residents who cycle or walk, and for those who drive or catch
a bus.

• An increase in the City of Tea Tree Gully’s share of Greater
Adelaide apartment growth from 3% to 5%
• An increase Modbury Precinct’s share of apartment growth
in the City of Tea Tree Gully from 50% to 60%
• Reduction in the average annual growth rate for traditional
medium density houses from 2 - 3% to 1.73%
• Creation of an additional 1,600 jobs in the retail and
commercial sectors. This growth will also be experienced
by restaurant/café, entertainment, health and education
sectors
• Creation of an additional 210 jobs per annum within the
residential, retail and commercial construction sectors with
an estimated construction value of $284 million.
Source: Market Driven Extension of Market Assessment and Feasibility
Study, 2012 - Hudson Howells.

The Modbury Precinct has been identified in Council’s City
Master Plan and Strategic Plan and supported by the 30-Year
Plan for Greater Adelaide as the location where these
objectives can be achieved.
The City Master Plan has been developed following extensive
community consultation to ensure it fully captures the
community’s vision and expressed needs. The plan also
reflects the objectives of Council’s Strategic Plan 2011–2015.
To access a copy of our City Master plan, please go to:
www.teatreegully.sa.gov.au/citymasterplan
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Structure Plan map
Structure Plan Map
Legend
Residential low rise (up to 3 storeys)
Residential medium rise (up to 4 storeys)
Mixed use up to 5 storeys
Mixed use up to 3 storeys
Mixed use light industry up to 3 storeys
Education
Open space / recreation
Cafe / restaurants (1 storey)
Potential public square
Modbury interchange
Gateway (priority 1, 2 and 3)
High quality landscape treatment
High quality pedestrian/bike connections
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Investigations

The City of Tea Tree Gully has experienced rapid growth over
the last 40 years, mostly through suburban expansion into the
undeveloped fringe areas. The City is entering ‘renewal’
mode. Rapid growth and reliance on cars in the past has led
to the creation of a suburban city, with detached dwellings
being the dominant form of housing, supported by a Regional
Centre (Modbury), three district centres and smaller suburban
neighbourhood and local centres.

summarise the key considerations and influencing factors that
need to be taken into account. These are summarised below.

Traditionally the City has attracted first home buyers and
families with children, however even with an ageing population
the number of households in the city is continuing to increase.
At the same time the number of people living in each house is
decreasing. This places pressure on the housing market to
deliver a variety of housing styles that are currently not in
adequate supply – in particular, smaller houses with fewer
bedrooms and houses closer to public transport, with good
access to schools, shops, employment, recreation and
entertainment.

• Provide a range and mix of housing to meet the needs of
all age groups

At the same time rising energy costs and household bills are
putting pressure on households – either new households that
are just starting out or those that have retired and are on fixed
incomes. Those households are looking for a way to reduce
bills and be less reliant on running a car to access shops and
services. To help meet these challenges and guide future
development, the City Master Plan 2011-2040 was created to
identify opportunities for growth and revitalisation of the City.
One of these opportunities is Modbury.
The City of Tea Tree Gully has identified the Modbury Precinct
as an area to be transformed into an attractive place for
people to work, live and visit, focused around a major
transport and activity hub.
The Structure Plan represents a strategic approach to:
• A 30-year vision for the Modbury Precinct
• Desired future land uses and activities for the Modbury
Precinct
• Infrastructure required to support these activities
• Major transport routes, thoroughfares and interchanges to
accommodate movement of people and vehicles
• Place-making opportunities that focus on the ‘street’ level
• A preliminary implementation plan that identifies staging
for development and opportunities for stakeholder
involvement
• Preliminary funding options.

Considerations and influencing factors
A considerable amount of work has already been done by
Council and other government agencies that explores the
current and projected issues and trends. The work done for
the Structure Plan involved a review of this work in order to
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Future needs and indicators
The analysis of key State and Council plans suggest that the
future challenges include how to:
• Provide new housing for current and future new
generations and in convenient locations

• Reduce fringe growth, which means providing housing in
the existing urban areas
• Provide high quality, frequent public transport so that
people living and working in these areas have a choice of
transport and access options (reduce travel costs)
• Create a very high standard of urban amenity, including
pleasant streets and high quality public spaces, gardens
and recreation areas
• Offer convenience for residents with close proximity of
shopping, access and places to meet and socialise and to
connect with their community.
Directions and aims
For the Modbury Precinct there are a number of key directions
and aims emerging from the analysis of key State and Council
plans. These include:
• Focus urban renewal activity in specific locations. The
majority of the Council area will remain as low density,
suburban, residential areas. However the Modbury
Precinct will offer a combination of services and
convenient access with the intention to offer mixed use,
medium density living options for those households that
wish to live a more urban lifestyle
• Create an urban lifestyle that is walkable and offers
convenient access, community interaction and proximity to
services, shopping and transport
• Provide a much greater variety of high quality public
spaces, café culture and a range of interesting places
• Cater for our ageing community and our younger new
community – create easy access to jobs and services,
provide forms of housing that are more affordable to run
and less reliant on having and running a car
• Upgrade streetscapes (street trees, pavements, lighting,
landscaping and shop/office fronts) and public spaces,
parks, public squares and creek lines
• Encourage medium density living to give people a greater
range of choices for living an urban lifestyle in sustainable,
convenient and enjoyable places.

Investigations

Trends and impacts

Planning concepts

Global:

The development of plans, programs and projects that aim to
shape the future of centres requires an approach that
acknowledges there are a range of factors influencing
outcomes, often in complex and interactive ways. The
Structure Plan has been developed recognising a range of
factors, grouped under broad headings (see diagram below).
The process of exploring and analysing these factors enables
a range of options to be evaluated in a balanced manner to
inform decision-making. At the core of the approach is a clear
understanding of a place’s purpose. It is important that the
purpose of a place, its reason for being, is clear as this acts as
a reference point for the factors within each of the evaluation
elements.

• Global financial crisis (GFC) and the job economy has
limited investment in new redevelopments
• Rapid technology innovation means an increasing number
of people are joining the online community
• People are spending considerable amounts of time
interacting through various forms of social media
• Climate Change is driving policy that will change the way
we live.
National and state:
• Change to protect productive rural land in government
policy places focus on new development in existing areas
• Pressure on provision of education and health services
• Increasing pressure on household energy use,
consumption and costs

Live Life Modbury - Place shaping evaluation methodology

• Increase in household costs and bills
• Strong focus on improving public transport and locating
housing nearby

Element 1
Site and
Context

• Car travel costs increasing and ongoing cost of traffic
congestion

Element 2

Element 3

Environment
and Amenity

• Rising cost of oil, petrol and energy

Movement
and Access

• An ageing population with increasing housing, health and
care needs

Place
Purpose
“reason for being
and for whom”

• Upgrade and investment in housing and retail precincts
occurring in competing locations – reducing Modbury’s
market share.

Element 4

Element 5

Infrastructure
and Services

Local:

Economic
and Activity

• Slight decline in population – median age 39 years old

Product

• Average household size declining

Landuse and Design
“Principles and Structure
Plan”

• Younger people moving away
• Greater pressure on health and education services

Influence

• Housing profile dominated by detached, larger housing

Influence

Governance
and Political
Accountability

• Growth in the private rental market but the public housing
stock has fallen

Community
and Stakeholder
Input

Residential

• Growing concern about access to jobs

50%

• Buying local enables people to support their local
community and economy and travel shorter distances to
purchase items.

Community / Civic

10%

Retail

15%

Commercial

25%

Study area characteristics:
• Estimated 4500 residents
• 1850 approximate dwellings (average 2.4 person /
dwelling
• Medium density dwellings are mostly single storey
retirement living

•
•
•
•

Primarily detached dwellings (75%)
High proportion of aged persons
Low income & small household levels
High proportion of single person households.
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Investigations

Market assessment
Prior to the preparation of the Structure Plan, Council engaged
Jones Lang LaSalle and Hudson Howells to undertake a
market assessment study of current and future land use
markets. The following provides a summary of the findings of
these studies.
Live Life Modbury Land Use Market Assessment
Feasibility Study, Jones Lang LaSalle | 2012
This assessment is based on historical trends that provide a
base case for possible growth, which is reflected in low,
medium and high growth scenarios. The findings are based
on projections of the past rather than anticipating how trends
could change in the future and, in effect, provides a base case
to indicate what may happen if Council chose not to intervene.
The results are a reflection of the likely changes assuming no
effort was made to change or plan for the future of the
precinct.
Residential activity
The Tea Tree Gully LGA is dominated by detached dwellings
(approximately 75% of the dwelling stock) with only a small
percentage of dwellings being units or apartments. However,
medium density forms of housing have been growing at a
faster rate than detached dwellings.
The cumulative growth, anticipated in the medium growth
forecasts, reflects an additional 412 dwellings by 2026 within
the study area, or an increase in dwelling stock of
approximately 22%.
The report acknowledges that there is likely to be changes in
demand for different housing types in the future and indicates
that forecast dwelling growth is expected to be a mix of the
following:
• Net growth in separate houses (i.e. demolish existing
houses and replace with two)
• Townhouses and semi-detached dwellings
• Small scale apartment buildings.
The study suggests that much of the housing demand in
Modbury is expected to be small lot Torrens Title sub-division
or house and land packages, which have proved popular at
Lightsview, Northgate and Mawson Lakes and still achieve a
relatively high density (lot sizes of 100-150sqm).
Sites located outside of the core retail precinct, either
adjoining or within an existing residential environment, will be
favoured for residential development and those with views or a
pleasant outlook (e.g. overlooking the parklands) would be
highly regarded.
The study also indicates that retirement accommodation could
become a more significant land use within the study area in
14 | July 2013 | City of Tea Tree Gully | Modbury Precinct Technical Report

the future. With estimated demand for nearly 700 units over
the next 20 years and Modbury being the only precinct in the
City of Tea Tree Gully designated for transit oriented
development, such development is likely to be a driver of
future demand.
Modbury is well placed for developments that offer a range of
lifestyle options which recognise that older people want to
remain independent in their community, manage their own
lives, participate in society and live at home for as long as
possible. This is linked to an emerging trend of breaking down
the barriers or ‘de-institutionalising’ retirement living, which is
expected to also see interest in integrated developments in
multi-storey buildings that incorporate retirement living, local
shopping, community facilities and allied health facilities.
The study suggests that there may well be unmet demand for
small scale retirement living that is better integrated into
existing residential communities. This may require the
amalgamation of 3-4 traditional lots.
Office activity
The study indicated that while there is limited potential for a
major office precinct, there is scope for modest growth
associated with small to medium businesses. The forecast
demand for office space within the study area was estimated
to be modest, at less than 1000 square metres per annum.
This is commensurate with low forecast population growth
being a key driver of office based employment demand.
To stimulate an increase in office development and
employment opportunities, strategies should include
increasing population levels, targeting regional offices
(government and private) and targeting back office or call
centre activities. The attraction would be to consolidate
operations within the precinct and serve the north-eastern
metropolitan area. Key competing locations would be primarily
the Adelaide CBD, as well as Mawson Lakes and Elizabeth
Regional Centre.
Retail activity
The Modbury Regional Centre is currently the largest centre
north of the CBD and dominates the north-eastern Adelaide
market, particularly for higher order comparison shopping.
There is potential for growth in the order of 24,000sqm of retail
space (assuming a relatively modest increase in market
share).
The main opportunities for new retail space include sites at
Westfield Plaza (16-17,000sqm) and the Modbury Triangle and
in association with mixed use development. Potential for
growth could occur in areas such as convenience, niche retail,
café/restaurants, fresh food/markets and leisure. Additional
homeware/bulky goods floor space may be an option at the
western end of the study area.

Investigations

However, demand for further retail floor space within the study
area will be primarily driven by:

Market Driven Extension of the Live Life Modbury Land Use
Market Assessment Feasibility Study, Hudson Howells, 2012.

• Population growth – both within the study area and the
trade area

Key point – If Council were to do nothing and allow current
market conditions to determine the future of the centre, then
the outlook for the centre is likely to be one of slow growth at
best, and possible decline over time.

• The ability of Modbury Regional Centre to increase its
market share of retail trade within its trade area
• The ability of Modbury Regional Centre to extend its trade
area beyond the current boundaries.
Retail demand is dependent on Modbury maintaining a
competitive edge relative to other retail centre options.

Given the efforts being made to upgrade and better promote
other centres (e.g. Rundle Mall, Salisbury, Burnside, Elizabeth,
etc.) this process of decline is likely to be exacerbated.

The study indicates that Modbury has a strong representation
of major stores, but is perhaps not so well represented in the
“mini-major” stores, or stores that are typically around 800 to
1200sqm in size. Examples not represented include:

On the basis of the findings of the Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL)
report, Council engaged Hudson Howells (HH) to look at how
current market trends might be influenced in order to achieve
outcomes that better matched the anticipated longer term
needs of the community and better compete with other
centres. This HH study addresses higher growth scenarios
consistent with the Intensive Urban Renewal objectives of the
30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide, the City of Tea Tree Gully
City Master Plan 2011–2040 and the vision and objectives
contained within the Live Life Modbury Structure Plan. This
study considers not only the business as usual scenario, but
also the use of urban renewal strategies and interventions to
engage interest in the centre and achieve higher growth within
the precinct.

• Best and Less

This HH study builds on the 2012 JLL study to consider:

• Dan Murphy’s/First Choice

• Higher growth scenarios consistent with the Intensive
Urban Renewal objectives

The study indicates that there is market gap or underrepresentation in the following areas:
• Take-away food
• Cafes/restaurants
• Fashion & footwear
• Furnishings/homewares/manchester
• Day spa.

• Spotlight/Lincraft
• Discount Variety – Go Lo, The Reject Shop
• Large discount pharmacy store.
Health care
The study states that the demand for health services will
continue to grow. Modbury centre has a strong health service
presence with Modbury Hospital acting as an anchor tenant
for a relatively large health precinct. However, one of the main
gaps in health services at Modbury is a private hospital and
day surgery centre.
There is potential for growth within this precinct, particularly
given the capacity for greater intensification of land uses on
under-developed sites.
Commentary
The study found that the current conditions do not support
viable developments that would result in significant change in
the near future. Furthermore, the current market conditions
could lead to low density style development that may frustrate
the longer term objectives of accommodating higher density
living and economic viability.

• More innovative urban renewal strategies to deliver the
Intensive Urban Renewal objectives of the project.
The study offers revised growth scenarios based on:
• Increasing Council’s market share of Greater Adelaide’s
apartment growth from 3% to 5% for the high growth
scenario. This assumption is adopted on the basis that
Council’s share of total annual growth (all housing types)
for the period 2001–2011 was 3.5%. Also, accelerated
growth (under the Intensive Urban Renewal objective) is
more likely to be in apartments, row and terrace housing
than the traditional separate and semi-detached houses
where market share averaged 11.7% p.a. during the same
period, only declining to 4.1% in recent years as terrace
housing has accelerated in other Adelaide precincts
• Increasing Modbury Precinct’s share of Council’s
apartment growth from 50% to 60%, reflecting the desired
intensive urban development focus on the precinct
• Applying the average annual growth rate from 2006 to
2011 for semi-detached, row or terrace houses (1.73%)
instead of the study’s projected 2–3% growth on the
average annual increment for that period (43 units)
• Increasing Modbury’s high growth share of Council’s
semi-detached, row or terrace house growth from 30% to
40%.
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These extended high growth scenarios for new housing units
in the Modbury Precinct produce the following changes to the
study’s findings:
Table 1 | High growth scenarios
Period

Original
Study
Scenarios
(JLL)

Revised
High Growth
Scenarios

Intensive
Urban
Renewal
Scenarios

Increase
Now

29

44

60

Increase
2016

32

49

70

Increase
2021

40

57

80

Increase
2026

53

71

90

Total New
Housing
Units 2012
- 2026

570
(31%
increase on
1850)

820
(44%
increase on
1850)

1080
(54%
increase on
1850)

Given the vision for the Modbury Precinct, the study
concludes that the Intensive Urban Renewal growth scenarios
are appropriate for Modbury.
Economic benefits
The Jones Lang LaSalle study indicates that a substantial
increase in housing units (at minimum 820 or 44%) over 15
years and beyond is expected to be supported by increased
regional job opportunities, especially those associated with
renewed and/or new precincts such as retail, commercial,
restaurant/cafe, entertainment, health and education. Jobs will
also be generated in the residential, retail and commercial
construction phases.

Based on the above, it is estimated that intensive urban
renewal in the Modbury Precinct could create in the order of
1800 new jobs by 2026 (estimated in the Jones Lang Lasalle
study to be currently 6000) supporting ample and exciting
new job opportunities for residents of new housing.
A key challenge is how to change the likely process of decline
in order to give Modbury a more positive future and to keep
pace with trends in the retail sector.
Market Segmentation Study, Hudson Howells, 2012.
The intensive urban renewal scenarios stated in the Jones
Lang Lasalle study are dependent on significantly increasing
the population of the Modbury Precinct. This increase in
population is a key to stimulating change and growth.
However this requires an appreciation of the potential market
segments that are likely to be attracted to the precinct as a
lifestyle location.

Residential neighbourhoods
The density and type of residential development varies within
and between neighbourhoods and will reflect the diverse
needs of the community. Residential neighbourhoods shown
in purple on Map 1 (page 18) are ‘residential–low rise’ and will
evolve into a mix of dwelling types. Changes in the
Development Plan will allow owners to redevelop and build
dwellings of up to three storeys should they want decide to.
Two and three storey dwellings will have smaller building
footprints, such as townhouses do. Over time this will create a
mix of housing suited to the mix of needs in the community.
Existing neighbourhoods will feature a mix of original one, two
and three storey dwellings with the gradual introduction of
new dwellings over time. If bordering commercial areas or
large roads in the centre of the precinct, apartments can be
built to a maximum of five storeys and can combine business
premises on the ground floor with apartments above them.

For example, 820 housing units over 15 years will have a
construction value in the order of $164 million (based on
$200,000 per unit) or approximately $11 million per annum.
This activity will support in the order of 120 jobs per annum in
the region (based on South Australian Economic Input-Output
Tables).

A neighbourhood to the north of North East Road, adjacent
Pelican Plaza, will support home office/creative activities
combined with residential living.There are three
neighbourhoods where the density of the residential
development could be increased by amalgamating and
combining of individual properties. These are:

The Jones Lang Lasalle study forecasts an additional
24,000 m2 of retail space and 22,600 m2 of commercial space
by 2026 (high growth). Assuming a construction value of
$2500 m2, this equates to a construction value in the order of
$120 million or $8 million per annum which will support
another 90 jobs per annum in the region.

• The area located directly east of Tea Tree Plaza and the
Modbury Interchange. It has the best pedestrian access to
the O-Bahn Interchange and a strong open space linkage.
In this location allotments will be amalgamated and
redeveloped into apartments of between two and four
storeys.

The additional retail and commercial space alone could also
be expected to eventually support over 1600 jobs based on
3.5 employees per 100 m2.

• The area north of Modbury High School and south of the
creek includes a small number of residential properties
and the existing ECH aged care site. As the population
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ages there will be increased demand for accommodation
here. It is essential that the development potential of this
land is maximised to cater for future demand.
• The Masonic Homes retirement village site on the northern
edge of the precinct between the existing light industrial
area and the Modbury Sporting Complex site – including
Waterworld – will be used for developing housing suitable
to the ageing population.
Hudson Howell’s market segmentation study identified five
priority segments and their locational preferences being:

because they can walk to most things and don’t have to pay
for fuel or taxis.
Consideration was also given to the other Priority groups in a
similar way.
The study suggested that a number of key sites could be
targeted as redevelopment or catalyst sites to stimulate
change and attract the Priority 1 group. These are sites that
are either vacant, under-utilised or likely to become available
in the foreseeable future. These are indicated on the following
maps.

• Priority 1: 25 - 39 Years – in and immediately adjacent to
the core of the centre (retail precinct)
• Priority 2: 55 - 64 Years – in and immediately adjacent to
restaurant/café precincts
• Priority 3: 65 - 85 Years – in and immediately adjacent the
health precinct
• Priority 4: 15 - 24 Years – in and immediately adjacent the
transport, education and entertainment precincts
• Priority 5: 40 - 50 Years – contemporary housing design
but more traditional residential precincts.
The segmentation study suggests that different precincts
could present a greater appeal to particular parts of the
market provided that they are presented, developed and
marketed in a manner that suits the nature of the markets and
their key drivers. It is important to note that these market
segments represent a small percentage of the total number of
people in these age ranges. The market segments reflect
those who are seeking a lifestyle change and who may go
elsewhere if it is not offered in Tea Tree Gully.
Commentary
The Hudson Howells work identified that there is potential to
reinvigorate the centre and increase the opportunity for new
dwellings in and around the centre. Importantly, this work
demonstrates that both objectives are intertwined in that
creating more jobs and increasing the resident population go
hand-in-hand. A key challenge is how to start the process of
change.
In addition, it is important to identify specific locations that are
likely to appeal to the different market segments and their
lifestyle preferences.
For example, the Priority 4 group represents young people
who have busy work and social lives. They may be single or in
a relationship but do not have children and are not planning
for children for some time. They may be most attracted to
easy care apartment living that is close to the O-Bahn (get to
their job) but also close to places where they can meet friends
and socialise. They would have more money for socialising
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Summary
A key challenge is how to curb and avoid decline in order to
give Modbury a more positive future and to keep pace with
trends in the retail sector.
Key strategies
• Attract new interest to build an ‘attracter’ (eg, upmarket
fashion, restaurant and café precinct)
• Encourage reinvestment to upgrade tired or dated
buildings
• Invest in public realm improvements to make the precinct
more attractive.
Both the private sector and government would find it difficult
to justify unless there is a clear indication that these strategies
will attract an increase in patronage.
Modbury has the potential to inspire this outlook by moving
the population of local residents in and around the centre.
A number of these sites are either close to the core of the
centre or close to the O-Bahn which would appeal most to the
Priority 1 and 4 Groups.
In addition to the catalyst sites a number of other areas were
identified to match the likely preferences of the market
segments.
For example, there is potential to redevelop around the
hospital and medical precinct to the south of Smart Road. This
area might appeal most to the Priority 3 group in that it is
close to health services, but also close to the O-Bahn and the
centre.
Residential areas surrounding the centre might appeal more
to the Priority 5 Group which would have smaller scale
re-development offering contemporary new housing but in a
‘residential’ setting.
In essence the Structure Plan balances convenience and
proximity to the centre services and density. The higher
density (more dwellings) areas need to be located closest to
the core of the centre. This then graduates to medium and
lower density further away.

Summary
There are a wide range of factors that are influencing change
right now and that will have a longer term impact on the future
of the Modbury Precinct and the population of the City of Tea
Tree Gully. The previous strategic and demographic
assessments show clear trends in the ageing of the
population.

types that suit smaller households). This is the case both for
younger people who are starting their adult lives and for older
people who are on fixed incomes.
The main objective in the preparation of the Modbury
Structure Plan is to provide for the longer term needs of the
City of Tea Tree Gully community both now and for future
generations. The most significant barrier to this is managing
current day issues and perceptions. This not only includes
public views but also the views of the development industry
and the business sector.
The Jones Lang LaSalle market assessment report anticipates
the potential for relatively modest growth in most market areas
on the basis that market forces are free to respond to current
rules, views, perceptions and drivers. The greatest potential
for growth relates to Modbury’s most significant competitive
feature being the Modbury Hospital and health precinct
(recently reinforced by the addition of the Regional GP Plus
service) and rapid and efficient transport.
The O-Bahn is the most popular form of public transport in
Adelaide. This is in part due to its convenience and quick
travel times to the city (17 mins).
However, there is a concern that this modest growth will not
be sufficient to cater for the longer term needs of the
community and the centre both in terms of the numbers of
dwellings and numbers of jobs provided.
The Hudson Howells report demonstrates that there is
potential for Modbury to be the precinct it needs to be,
provided that decisive action is taken to increase Modbury’s
market share. This needs to be primarily based on significantly
boosting the population, which means providing a housing
product and an environment that will appeal to key market
segments.
There is a need to change the perceptions and view of
Modbury in order to stimulate an increase in its share of the
wider metropolitan and regional centre market, which means
competing better against other centres as a place to shop, live
and work.
The process of developing the Structure Plan involves
undertaking investigations regarding the physical, social,
economic and environmental issues affecting the City of Tea
Tree Gully. These investigations have incorporated
assessment of previous studies and relevant literature, a
series of workshops with key stakeholders and specialists,
meetings with government agencies, site visits and a review of
feedback from the create20forty engagement process and
Council’s consultation on the draft City Master Plan.

There is a growing need to provide affordable lifestyles that
include reducing reliance on private cars (and their costs) and
reducing household running costs (primarily through housing
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Better’ reflects the rich natural heritage that runs through the
City, from nature reserves to its tree lined suburban streets
and creek lines.
The local government area is bounded by the City of Playford
to the north, the Adelaide Hills Council to the east, the
Campbelltown City Council to the south and the cities of Port
Adelaide Enfield and Salisbury in the west.
Geographically, the Modbury Precinct is located centrally to
the population that it serves. This means that residents have
less distance to travel to access shops. It is also well
connected to a number of main roads which aids access by
car and bus.
While Modbury is the key Regional Centre for the north-east, it
competes with other Regional Centres such as the CBD and
Elizabeth. It also competes with centres that offer different
services, such as Burnside, Norwood Parade and Salisbury
Town Centre. For some people, these centres are more
attractive or offer a point of difference, which means that
Modbury loses market share to these centres. Many of these
centres are being upgraded or plans are being made for
upgrades.

Regional context
Key additional investigations included:
• Property market analysis and land use planning to
understand opportunities for change in the mix of land
uses, urban design and catalysts to trigger redevelopment
(discussed in Investigations)
• Accessibility analysis
• Market segmentation investigations
• Development potential analysis.
The following is an analysis of the current features and
elements that make up the Modbury Precinct. This analysis
highlights the positive and negative aspects as well as the
opportunities and the limitations. While each category is
addressed under separate headings many of the issues are
interrelated.

Site and context
The City of Tea Tree Gully is undulating and lies at the base of
the Mount Lofty Ranges and northeast of the Adelaide central
business district, which is a short drive away or 17 minutes via
the O-Bahn. The Council is a predominantly residential area
covering about 95 square kilometres. Its slogan ‘Naturally
20 | July 2013 | City of Tea Tree Gully | Modbury Precinct Technical Report

As other centres grow and adapt to changing economic
conditions, they could potentially attract even more trade
away from Modbury. Anecdotal information suggests that
many people travel elsewhere outside the precinct for
restaurants, cafes and entertainment. As energy costs
increase (including petrol), having to go to centres that are
further away will add costs to household budgets.
Modbury Precinct is nestled within a valley and has a number
of creek lines running through and around it. Parts of the
Precinct are flat but much of the area is slightly hilly. This gives
Modbury a special feel, it is not all flat and boring and there
are pleasant views at certain places, but it also creates some
challenges for walking and cycling (crossing creek lines) and
new building construction (steeper slopes).
The centre of the precinct (created by the eastern end of
Montague Road, Reservoir Road, Smart Road and the rear of
the Tea Tree Plaza Shopping Centre) is dominated by several
main roads with good access for cars and delivery vehicles,
but is not particularly friendly and safe for pedestrians and
cyclists.
The ‘edges’ of the Modbury’s busy shopping and transport
area are useful as they orientate development either northsouth or east-west. North south orientation offers an
opportunity for passive, energy efficient, design and to
manage over shadowing impacts. The east-west orientation
can be good for morning sun but care is needed to manage
the heat of the afternoon sun. There are areas that are at a
slight elevation that could take advantage of views over the
Precinct and to the hills in the east. The places located in the
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lower areas could offer shelter from cold winds in winter and
shade in summer.
The frontages along Smart Road and Montague Road are
important as they offer north-south orientation without causing
overshadowing of residential areas.
Much of the busy shopping and transport area of Modbury
offers large car parking areas surrounding existing buildings.
These areas can be very hot in summer and cold in winter.
Some areas have been developed in stages over time,
resulting in a mish-mash of buildings and parking areas that
can be hard to work out.
In addition to the central part of Modbury where the Tea Tree
Gully Plaza, transport, TAFE and hospital sit, there are a
number of important uses that exist on the periphery.
Waterworld aquatic centre is located just to the north of the
precinct and has been redeveloped to improve its layout and
facilities. Improved walking and cycling connections between
the aquatic centre and the Modbury Precinct could be easily
achieved via the current creek pathway with better
connections to Montague Road.
The same is true for Modbury High School. Better walking and
cycling connections to the precinct and the O-Bahn/bus
interchange could improve access for students as well as
provide a link to part-time jobs in the precinct.
Similarly, better walking and mobility scooter connections
from the surrounding aged care and independent living
facilities are needed. Wider and smoother pathways, places to
stop and sit, places that offer shade and shelter and
directional signage are important facilities needed by all
members of the community and especially needed by older
residents.
It is important that we recognise that Modbury was developed
circa 1950 when people wanted modern buildings and large
car parks. At the time Modbury was fresh, exciting and new
and it attracted people because it was different. These days
people are still looking for new attractions but they want more
trees, shade and shelter, a greater variety of places to sit and
chat and have coffee or eat.
Modbury should be a place that offers a wide range of
activities, shops, jobs and entertainment for the people that
live in the north-eastern region and the foothills.
The area’s population is forecast to increase to 105,368 by
2031. We face the challenges of an ageing population; our
55–84 age group is projected to grow faster than any other
age group (JLL LLM, pg110)
This phenomenon, along with changing lifestyles, has altered
the make-up of households, with one and two-person
households increasing and larger households declining.

Council’s population of young people (12–25 year-olds) is the
highest in the north-eastern Adelaide region and, despite a
predicted marginal decrease (without intervention) during the
next 30 years, young people will remain a significant
proportion of the total population.
There is increasing demand for more housing choice, which
the existing housing stock cannot meet. The demand is
coming from all sectors of the population and across a variety
of age groups. Based on anecdotal information gathered
through the affordable housing scheme, there appears to be
higher demand for affordable housing in inner and urban
locations. In projects such as Lighstview, the affordable
housing interest exceeded supply. On the other hand interest
in affordable housing products on the fringe is considerably
less than the supply on offer.
At the same time our supply of underdeveloped land is nearly
exhausted. The options for providing housing to cater for
smaller households and new households are becoming
limited. Identifying areas where urban renewal and
regeneration can occur in close proximity to services is vital to
enable the City to provide greater housing choice.

Population considerations
The City of Tea Tree Gully population forecast, social atlas and
population profile provide detailed analysis on current and
future demographic trends for the City.
It should be noted that data from the City of Tea Tree Gully
population forecast is based on the assumption of a low
growth scenario for residential development. This is based on
historical residential development activity in Modbury, an
assumed low growth rate of 5-20 dwellings constructed per
annum, and no major development parcels being identified as
substantial redevelopment sites.
In essence the forecast data represents a ‘business as usual’
or no change scenario when projecting future demographics
and does not consider any local or state government
interventions.
The City of Tea Tree Gully population forecast indicates that:
• After a number of decades of strong growth, the amount of
available land for residential subdivision is becoming
exhausted. This has resulted in a situation where the City
is not providing enough new housing opportunities to
house the number of new households being created.
• By the end of the forecast period, it is expected that the
City will experience significant out-migration, possibly to
areas further out such as Playford, Gawler and the Barossa
Valley.
This indicates a strong need to accommodate increased
demand within the City of Tea Tree Gully to provide housing
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for future generations within the City rather than an outward
migration to developments in the outer suburbs of northern
Adelaide. Regeneration of existing suburbs such as Modbury
will provide opportunities for new households being created
as well as ensure the ongoing viability of existing services and
businesses in the region.
2011 census data provides further evidence of a trend towards
outward migration with the population within the City of Tea
Tree Gully declining over the last decade. The population
declined by 1116 people between 2001 and 2011 even though
the number of dwellings increased by 2313 through new
greenfield developments such as the Settlement at Golden
Grove and infill development across the City. This is linked to
a trend of decreasing household size with increasing numbers
of single person and two person households. This results from
an ageing population and changing lifestyle preferences.
Census data relating to the change in age structure within the
City sheds further light on this trend with an increase in older
age groups occurring and a significant decrease in younger
age groups as indicated in Figure 3 below. This suggests that
while older residents continue to stay and age within our City,

younger residents and families are leaving to pursue housing
opportunities in other areas.
The household lifecycle (Figure 2 adjacent) shows a
‘traditional’ pattern for household size a person experiences at
different stages of their life.
Currently the housing within the City of Tea Tree Gully and
Modbury is well suited to larger household types such as
group households, single parent family and two parent family
households. It doesn’t adequately cater for ‘empty nesters’
looking to live in smaller low maintenance dwellings, couples
that do not have children, or households that contain one
person due to lifestyle preferences, relationship breakdowns,
or loss of a partner.
Currently there is a significant mismatch between household
types and dwelling types, with 89% of dwellings in Tea Tree
Gully and 74% of dwellings in Modbury being detached
dwellings most suited to larger households.
Current household sizes and demographics indicate that:
• The average household size in the City of Tea Tree Gully is
2.52 persons per dwelling and 2.24 persons per dwelling
in Modbury. This is predicted to decrease further due to an
ageing population and changing lifestyle preferences
• Currently 21.5% of households in City of Tea Tree Gully
and 32.3% of households in Modbury are lone person
households who may have a preference for smaller low
maintenance dwellings
• 36.7% of households in the City of Tea Tree Gully and
35.7% of households in Modbury are couple households
• 11.4% of households in the City of Tea Tree Gully and
10.9% of households in Modbury are empty nesters (older
couples without children) who may have a preference for
smaller low maintenance dwellings

Figure 2 | Household lifecycle

• 6.5% of households in the City of Tea Tree Gully and 7.0%
in Modbury are young couples without children
• 33.7% of households in the City of Tea Tree Gully and
23.3% of households in Modbury are couples with children
who may have a preference for traditional detached
dwellings
• 11% of households in the City of Tea Tree Gully and 12.7%
of households in Modbury are one parent families with
children who may have a preference for traditional
detached dwelling but may also require more affordable
housing options.
The trend of smaller households is predicted to increase
resulting in increases in lone person households, couples
without children and a reduction in families with children over
the next 20 years, as indicated in Figure 2. This will create
additional demand for diverse housing products.

Figure 3 | Change in age structure
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There is a need to provide housing that enables people to live
their prefered lifestyle in a place where they can walk to work,
shops, services and to public transport. This does not mean
that these people will stop having cars, but they will use them
less (reducing costs) and walk and cycle more (healthier
living).
Because Modbury already has a high level of service and
infrastructure provision, it makes sense to put higher density
living around the precinct rather than scatter it throughout the
Council area. A resident population also means that more
people will use the precinct throughout the day and evening.
With more people around, creating more demand and more
activity, Modbury could attract more restaurant and café
businesses, feel safer and be more vibrant.
Several methods have been used to estimate the possible
future development and population targets for the study area
including:
• Traditional projections based on historical demographic
data from .ID Profile Informed Decisions (ID) and The
Department of Transport, Planning and Infrastructure
(DPTI)
• Proportional estimates based on the aspirational targets
contained in the 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
• Market based projections based on historical market
trends and data (Jones Lang LaSalle report)
• Market based projections based on aspirational targets
(Hudson Howells report)
• Physical potential estimates based on developable land
area and density estimates (infrastructure assessment).
The reality is that no one single approach tells the whole story
about the potential or pace of growth. The purpose of
planning for the future is to enable change to occur in a
managed way that seeks to reap the greatest benefit for the
community while managing the potential negative impacts.
It is worth noting that the Hudson Howells report seeks a
target of an additional 1080 total new housing units by 2026
(Intensive Urban Renewal Scenario). The physical estimates
indicate that it is possible to achieve an ‘on-ground’ increase
of over 1500 housing units within a walkable distance of the
area housing Tea Tree Plaza, TAFE, the O-Bahn and hospital.
These estimates indicate that the density targets needed to
drive substantial change is achieveable. Regardless of the
total number of dwellings, the type of dwellings needs to cater
to a wide range of different needs and requirements.

Environment and amenity
Modbury Precinct has developed and evolved in the context of
its physical features and environment. In some places the
natural environment has been covered up or hidden behind
buildings and under pavements. In other places, like Civic
Park, trees and green spaces offer a contrast to the built
environment. Civic Park is particularly special as there are few
precincts that have such a good quality park located in the
core of the precinct. However, there is a need to improve this
park to make sure that it is connected to the whole of the
precinct and is accessible to people from other parts.
The concept of Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) is relevant to Civic Park. CPTED concepts,
originally developed in the 1960s, address personal safety
using increased surveillance with more pedestrians, cyclists
and outdoor entertainment and amenities in public areas and
streets, and orienting public areas to oversee common areas,
along with attention to landscaping and lighting. Passing
vehicles do provide some level of surveillance, but this is
limited as drivers need to focus on the road. Having land use
activity that occurs during the day, evening and weekends that
is adjacent to the park will improve surveillance.
Mixed use activity is preferable as this encourages more
pedestrian and cyclists than single uses. While Civic Park
does have some adjacent land use surveillance, this is limited
to a couple of locations and generally a weekday timeframe.
The area along Reservoir Road offers an opportunity to create
a main street element. However, development adjacent to
Civic Park should overlook toward the Park. This would
equally apply to development on the south side of Montague
Road and on the corner of North East and Reservoir Roads.
There is a need to uncover and reveal those places that have
the natural amenity that many people value but also extend
this through the existing built areas. New development should
also incorporate the natural features of Modbury and make the
most of views and connections.
The creek lines that run through and around the precinct give
Modbury its special feel. They carved the topography of this
place, with a flat central plain in the middle and steeper, tree
lined corridors on the edges. The large trees that grow along
these creek lines are important natural and local features of
the precinct and the City generally. There is great potential to
make more of these natural features to make Modbury a
unique and identifiable precinct.
The Council’s Open Space Strategy 2011–30 identifies Dry
Creek as a major ‘spine’ for walking and cycling, as well as
being important as a biodiversity corridor. The O-Bahn
corridor is also identified as an important link. Dry Creek is
identified as a priority for improving linear connections,
particularly as a shared use pedestrian and cycle path.
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Council has an on-going program to develop this shared use
path.
However, the open space strategy places an emphasis on
linking open space and recreation areas. Additional
consideration could be given to the use of linear open space
as a linkage to Modbury Centre.
There is a need to respect the creek lines as they are vital to
the ecology of the region but they can also be dangerous in
flood. However, the creek lines are an important natural
infrastructure asset for managing stormwater. Council has
already begun to use the creek lines as a means of capturing
excess stormwater that can be recycled and used for
irrigation.
The trees offer shade in summer and are a wind break in
winter. The creek lines could become key walking and cycling
corridors that link the precinct to the surrounding suburbs.
However, there is a need to extend these natural features into
the heart of the precinct. Continuing tree plantings along road
sides and through car park areas will help to create a stronger
image, manage the extremes of the climate and make
Modbury more attractive. Extending tree plantings from the
creek lines and other walking and cycling routes into the
precinct will also assist to define safe, legible access to the
precinct.
The creek lines and parks that surround the precinct will
become attractive green spaces for the people living in the
higher density precincts. These areas need to be upgraded to
offer high quality places for residents to spend time, connect
with nature and exercise. More facilities such as BBQs,
seating, fitness equipment, directional signage, play
equipment etc. will not only benefit the local residents but also
the wider community that chooses to use these corridors to
access the precinct.

Movement and access
Modbury Precinct is the natural hub for access and transport.
The main roads that surround the precinct provide good
access for the residents of the north-east. The O-Bahn is the
most popular weekday public transport service in Adelaide
and could be used more for weekend trips.
It is essential to plan for walking and cycling so as to include
those pushing a pram, or a shopping trolley and those using
mobility scooters and skateboards. In this context the detailed
aspects of where pavements intersect, signage to key places
and avoiding even small barriers is important.
Getting into and out of the core of the precinct by vehicle can
be easy but once in the precinct, the experience can be
unattractive for pedestrians and cyclists. Arriving and moving
around in the precinct needs to be made more attractive, safe
and pleasant. Access from the O-Bahn to the shopping centre
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is confusing and not very pleasant (especially at quiet times or
at night). Large areas of car parking without trees are hot in
summer and windy in winter. The walking and cycle paths do
not easily connect to the precinct in a safe way.
The existing infrastructure and natural assets offer potential for
good and convenient access but more work is needed to
develop some well thought out, detailed plans. The plans
need to address issues like lighting, amenity, shade and
shelter, quality pavements, seating, and signage, so people
can work out where they are and where they want to go.

O-Bahn Development Plan Amendments Strategic
Transport Investigations Report
The Department of Transport, Planning and Infrastructure
commissioned Mott McDonald to investigate the impact of
development plan Amendments proposed to rezone land
around O-Bahn Interchanges to accommodate Transit
Oriented Developments (TODs). The consultants were
provided with the draft Live Life Modbury Structure Plan
including growth projections for the precinct. The report uses
the Metropolitan Adelaide Strategic Transport Evaluation
Model (MASTEM) which is a comprehensive multi-modal
urban travel demand model suite that is used to prepare
projections of travel demand for the future.
The report found that:
• Development at Modbury would result in minor increases
to demand in O-Bahn services (6% trip generation and 1%
trip attraction)
• Demand in 2031 may result in an additional 20 buses
travelling in each direction along the O-Bahn in peak
periods due to developments at Modbury, Paradise and
Klemzig
• Volume/Capacity modelling which compares projected
traffic volumes to road capacity indicates that there are no
capacity issues for roads around the Modbury precinct as
a result of future development
• Volume/Capacity modelling suggests that peak hour
vehicle movements may reduced on arterial roads around
Modbury Triangle in 2031
• Modelling suggests that there may be some congestion
along North East Road between Sudholz Road and OG
Road as result of TODs being developed at each O-Bahn
interchange however the report also suggests that the
congestion here already occurs and there is an existing
need for infrastructure improvements
• Roadways around interchanges only experienced minor
changes in traffic flows in the morning peak with Smart
Road not significantly impacted and some sections of
North East Road experiencing decreasing in volume
• When modelled to the maximum potential impact on
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arterial roads, the modelling found that no arterial roads
around the Modbury precinct will have a Volume/Capacity
ratio greater than 1 (indicating no capacity or traffic flow
issues will occur in the worst case scenario)

• Reservoir Road is an important regional connection route
in the north-east providing a connection to Grand Junction
Road, but less important in the context of the wider
metropolitan area.

• Key intersections (North East Rd/Smart Rd, North East Rd/
Reservoir Rd, and Reservoir/Smart Rd roundabout) were
analysed but not indicated as operating over capacity in
the future.

Other important regional connecting roads include Golden
Grove Road and Ladywood Drive, linking to the suburbs in the
north.

The report suggests the following improvements to cater for
increased demand and growth and its impact on transport
infrastructure around Modbury:
• Improvements to the intersection providing O-Bahn access
to Smart Road and access to the new Park and Ride (this
is being address by DPTI as part of the park and ride and
O-Bahn interchange development)
• Improvements to the pedestrian and cycle infrastructure
and access (to be addressed by the Live Life Modbury
implementation).
Roads
There are several arterial roads that run around and through
Modbury, linking it to the wider metropolitan area. All of these
main roads are also important corridors for regional
infrastructure such as water, sewer, electricity and gas.
North East Road carries the most significant volumes of traffic
and, while the other roads also carry reasonable volumes, it is
important to acknowledge that Modbury tends to be at one
end of these transport routes. Volumes on these roads to the
east of Modbury tend to drop off relatively quickly.
• North East Road is the most important connection
between the north-east region, the hills and the city and it
carries a high volume of traffic. North East Road runs
through the precinct and creates a barrier for pedestrians
between the main shopping precinct and Civic Park. While
there needs to be acceptance of the importance of this
road, there are opportunities to improve the environment
along this road to make it more attractive and provide
better quality, well defined pedestrian links that enable safe
crossing at pedestrian lights
• Smart Road has several functions, including providing
access for emergency vehicles to the Modbury Hospital,
and it carries many of the buses that link suburban areas
to the O-Bahn Interchange and then to the city. Smart
Road is also a regional connection, linking to Wright Road
in the east and to Hancock Road in the west. A 132kV high
voltage transmission line runs along Smart Road which will
pose issues for the height/set back of development
• Montague Road is likely to become more important in the
future as this is a key link between the north-eastern region
and the business that are located in the industrial areas of
Cavan through to Port Adelaide

Apart from the surrounding local residential streets, there are
seven main entry points to Modbury Precinct, which offer an
opportunity to create distinctive gateways or entrance
statements for the precinct. At key intersections, features
including art works, colourful signage and landmark buildings
could be established to signal to passing traffic that they are
entering the Modbury Precinct. Good directional signage at
these points could help to direct people to the places of
interest and where they need to go. These gateways also
signal the presence of a precinct containing more pedestrians
to encourage caution and safer driving.
The Structure Plan should advocate a development response
that reflects the nature of these roads.
• North East Road should be maintained as a primary
arterial road with minimal additional new access points
created. Where possible amenity improvements should be
encouraged, particularly along Civic Park and at the
gateway points
• Development along Smart Road (particularly west of the
O-Bahn) should result in minimal demand for on-street
parking and avoid individual residential driveways. Larger
scale residential and mixed use developments should be
set back from Smart Road in accordance with separation
requirements for transmission lines. Redevelopment of
larger properties that abut Smart Road should provide
access from Reservoir Road or side roads that are located
south of Smart Road
• While a mix of smaller scale development is appropriate
along Montague Road, alfresco areas should be orientated
to overlook Civic Park. Where possible shared driveway/
access points is encouraged.
Reservoir Road between Montague and Smart Road offers the
best opportunity for mixed-use/medium density residential
development. However, this should be designed as a
contemporary main street where the relationship between
traffic and mixed land uses is balanced and managed through
design. For example, outdoor café and restaurant activity
might occur on first floor balconies or be set behind the
building line. Access points to rear parking could be shared
and minimised.
On-street parking could be limited and street furniture and art
could merge crossing points and safety.
The land located between Reservoir Road and Civic Park
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represents an opportunity to locate contemporary buildings in
a park like setting but also contribute to a main-street element
with a public plaza and pedestrian links.
Walking and cycling
There are two key perspectives for evaluating pedestrian and
cycling issues. One is from the perspective of people from the
wider surrounding suburbs getting to and from the precinct.
The other is from the perspective of people living close to the
precinct and people moving in and around the precinct.
It is important to note that planning for walking and cycling
includes planning for people pushing prams, using shopping
trolleys and those using mobility scooters and skate boards.
In this context, the detailed aspects of where pavements
intersect, signage to key places and avoiding even small
barriers is important.
Local pedestrian access
Land use and transport planners use a well-accepted but
general rule of thumb for indicating local walking accessibility.
This rule of thumb connects distance and walking time:
approximately 800m represents an average walking time of
ten minutes. Ten minutes walking time is generally accepted
by most people to be a convenient walking distance to access
goods or services.
The City of Tea Tree Gully Masterplan indicates an
approximate area for the extent of future Modbury Precinct
(including the higher density living precincts) as being 800m
from the O-Bahn Interchange. Since North East Road is also a
major transport corridor that carries regular bus services, this
800m area was extended slightly to capture this opportunity
too.
However, if we are to create a convenient place of higher
residential densities that offer real walkable access to the
precinct services as well as to the O-Bahn, some more
detailed analysis is needed. Additional analysis has taken the
following into account:
• For people living in higher density development on the
edges of the precinct, access needs to be measured to the
edge of the core of the Precinct (not just to the O-Bahn)
• The walkable distance needs to be 5 minutes to the edge
of amenities like the O-Bahn (not 10 minutes) because it
can take another 5 minutes to walk from one side of the
precinct to the other
• The local road layout, the topography and buildings create
barriers that limit a direct walk.
Using these parameters, an analysis of real walking time was
undertaken to determine the 5 minute walkable catchment.
This is much smaller than the broader rule of thumb because
it recognises that:
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• There are limited crossing points across the creek lines
• Fences are a barrier to access
• In some places steep topography would discourage
walking (or may not be realistic for people pushing a pram
or those who have mobility problems)
• The road layout means that people have to walk down the
street and around the corner (not through private
property).
The focus for higher density residential living should firstly
occur in those places that offer real walkable access. There
may be actions that could improve connectivity (e.g. more
creek crossings and the removal of fences) but this may not
be possible where there are safety issues such as around the
O-Bahn interchange.
This analysis creates an opportunity to explore the potential to
improve walkable connections to those areas adjacent to
these initial focus areas. Over time, as connectivity is
improved, the opportunity for additional dwellings can also be
realised.
Wider walking and cycling access
It is appropriate to also offer people living beyond the higher
density precincts an opportunity to access the precinct by
walking and cycling. These residents may choose this option
on a less regular basis (e.g. the weekend) but it is an
important aspect of adding to the vitality of the precinct. This
also creates an opportunity for people seeking some exercise
as well as a destination to visit, to complete an errand or pick
up a couple of things from the shops.
There is the potential for people to use the main roads for
walking and cycling but these environments are not very
pleasant. The O-Bahn corridor and the Dry Creek both have
off-road pedestrian and cycle paths. However, these are not
clearly linked directly to the core of the precinct. There is an
opportunity to create clear, safe and well sign posted
connections to the precinct via local streets. There may also
be an opportunity to better utilise the other creek corridors to
provide similar off-road links that are connected to more
surrounding suburbs. However, this will require more detailed
investigations and planning as not all parts of these creek
lines are in public ownership and more creek crossings will be
needed.
Parking
For many people, the availability of parking is a key aspect of
deciding where to shop and when. On the other hand, large
areas of car parking can be very unpleasant places when it is
very hot or very cold and wet. There is a need for a more
balanced approach to address both of these issues.
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In some cases, it may be best to provide clear pedestrian links
through car parks and improve tree planting to improve the
amenity. In other cases, multi-deck car parks may be a better
option to save on space but also provide for parking.
However, the entrances to multi-deck car parks can be unsafe
for pedestrians and these should be located carefully and
designed well.
The Modbury Structure Plan seeks to transition to less car
reliance in the Modbury Precinct. This doesn’t mean that
people won’t own cars, but they will have lower levels of car
ownership and will choose to use cars less often due to their
proximity to public transport, shopping and services.
Census data suggests that residents in Modbury currently
have lower levels of car ownership when compared to the City
of Tea Tree Gully and with residents of Greater Adelaide.

Modbury

2011

Number of
cars

Number

%

Greater
Adelaide

No motor
vehicles

229

11.1

9.2

1 motor
vehicle

919

44.6

36.6

2 motor
vehicles

613

29.8

34.5

3 motor
vehicles

220

10.7

14.5

Not stated

77

3.8

5.2

Total
households

2,060

100

100

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census of Population
and Housing 2006 and 2011. Compiled and presented in
profile.id by .id, the population experts. (Enumerated data)

Currently, in relation to residential development, the Tea Tree
Gully Development Plan requires two car parks (one
undercover, one visitor) to cater for all forms of residential
dwelling.
It is recommended that the car parking requirements be
reduced within the Modbury Precinct for smaller dwellings
with lower occupancy rates. This will support future residents’
choice to own fewer cars and require less on site parking. It is
recommended that within the residential areas of the precinct
that the following parking rates be introduced:

Dwelling type

Car parking requirements

Studio (no separate
bedroom)

0.75

1 bedroom

1 (covered)

2 bedrooms

1 (covered)

3 bedrooms or greater

2 (one covered)

Review of aerial photography also indicates ample on street
parking within residential streets in the precinct that can cater
for short term parking demand as a result of people visiting
residents.
The City of Port Adelaide Enfield, in conjunction with the Local
Government Association, engaged consultants Aurecon to
review car parking rates within Development Plans in South
Australia. The review included car parking rates for transit
oriented and mixed-use development. It is recommended that
these rates apply to the mixed use/non-residential areas of the
precinct. The report recommends that the following car
parking rates should apply:

Land use

Car parking requirements

Non-residential
within the
mixed-use area

3 per 100m2 of Gross Leasable Floor
Area
0.75 per 1 bedroom dwelling

Residential within
the mixed-use
area

1 per 2 bedroom dwelling
1.25 per 3+ bedroom dwelling
Plus 0.25 per dwelling per visitor parking

Tourist
accommodation
within the
mixed-use area

0.25 per room

It is recommended that these parking rates apply to reflect the
unique characteristics impacting car parking demand in transit
oriented development including access to transport and
services, opportunities for shared car parking, and trip sharing
as a result of the diverse range of land use within a mixed use
development.
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Public transport
Modbury Regional Centre is well serviced by public transport
with both on road and O-Bahn bus services. There is a
recognition that upgrades to the O-Bahn interchange and
surrounding facilities are needed and will support additional
demand for these services.
It is noted that the supply of bus services to the north of the
O-Bahn (e.g. to Golden Grove) would be greatly improved if a
direct access to the North East Road/Golden Grove Road
intersection were available. While a vehicular access point to
the shopping centre car parking is provided off this
intersection, a public access easement does not exist
currently. The Structure Plan should indicate the potential for
the provision of an access point in association with a mixeduse development to create a new main street precinct along
Reservoir Road.
Should the population density and the attraction of walking
around the recinct increase to a suitable level there may be an
opportunity for a council or public transport route around the
Tea Tree Plaza, O-Bahn, TAFE and hospital core of the
regional centre (the central ‘square’) to increase connectivity.
However, this can be an expensive service if there is
insufficient demand. Various innovative funding models might
be explored to assist with funding such a service.
O-Bahn
The Modbury Precinct currently lacks sufficient car parking for
existing and future projected bus commutes, particularly
around the O-Bahn facility. This shortfall has been identified
and DPTI have developed a project, in conjunction with TAFE
SA, to provide an additional 700 spaces. The project will
provide additional car parking in two stages and will alleviate
street parking and facilitate improvements for pedestrian
access. The construction of the car park (Park and Ride)
commenced in March 2013 and is due for completion
December 2014.
In addition to this specific project, DPTI has also identified the
need for an upgrade to the O-Bahn Interchange and its
surrounding connections to improve access and its ability to
cater for growth. The current O-Bahn Interchange is a popular
service, particularly with commuters to the Adelaide CBD.
Issues for future consideration include:
• Creating high quality pedestrian links to the wider precinct
from the O-Bahn
• Better lighting, landscaping and passive surveillance is
needed to make the interchange safer, especially at night.
It is important to note that Smart Road plays a key role in
supporting the efficient access of buses to the interchange.
From this perspective, it is not desirable to encourage land
uses that would demand roadside parking along this road.
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However, there is a need to undertake works to improve the
pedestrian amenity along here, particularly if the O-Bahn is to
offer access to medical and health services.
The State Government has undertaken a considerable amount
of work to identify a series of projects for the Modbury
Interchange. While only some of these may be funded, it is
intended that future revenue will be directed to subsequent
projects which will be subject to funding decisions or
commercial conditions.
Extension of mass transit
The 30-Year Plan identified a number of major transport
improvements including the extension of mass transit, with a
mass transit link between the Modbury Regional Centre,
Elizabeth Regional Centre and the Salisbury Centre.
Unfortunately the plan does not outline any details on the
timing of the link.
The development of this extension will improve accessibility to
employment lands in the north and also strengthen the
interchange at Golden Grove District Centre, as well as
creating a network of Transit Oriented Developments (TODs)
linked along the Gawler Centre line through to Modbury and
along the O-Bahn to the CBD for employment and services.
This will greatly improve the effectiveness of Modbury
Regional Centre and other future TODs in reducing car
dependency and improving accessibility.
The establishment of mass transit connecting the regional
centre at Modbury to the district centre at Golden Grove and
the centres at Salisbury and Elizabeth would be vital in
creating a northern region of Greater Adelaide that is transit
focused and connected.
The map states that this is indicative and is likely to be subject
to State and Federal funding. Given the current tight
budgetary conditions globally, nationally and locally, it may be
some time before such a link could be seriously considered.
Even if funding became available, it would take many years to
plan for and construct such a link.
Aviation
The Modbury non-directional aviation beacon located along
Smart Road, near TAFE SA, is used for airport terminal
navigation. To relocate the beacon would require the
acquisition of land within close proximity and this land would
need to be of a similar size. The buffer surrounding this
beacon is required to be a reasonable size due to the
transmitter, which radiates a signal in every direction.
The relocation of this beacon would require a more detailed
analysis to determine whether a more ‘innovative’ approach
might be acceptable. From a cost perspective, the redesign of
this infrastructure would need to be financially viable to enable
change.
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Infrastructure and services
An assessment of infrastructure capacity issues is difficult to
undertake unless there is some appreciation of the scope and
scale of proposed growth in demand for infrastructure
services. At this point in time all infrastructure agencies are
required to make forward plans in line with the projections set
out in the 30 -ear Plan. Given that the Modbury Precinct is
already designated as a regional centre and the focus for
transit orientated development, it can be reasonably assumed
that significant growth to 2026 will be accommodated.
What is less certain is the pace, form and nature of the overall
growth of the wider precinct. This growth could take many
forms and combinations of mix of land use types. The
following is a conservative estimate of the potential degree of
change for the purposes of projecting infrastructure demand.
This type of estimate is a ‘bottom up’ assessment of
development potential and is different to projecting market
potential in that it has greater regard to the existing physical
features of the study area.
The timeframes used in this assessment relate to the planning
timeframes that all State Government infrastructure agencies
are required to plan within.
Future development estimates
In very broad terms the following scale of growth is estimated
along the following lines:
• Residential growth in residential precincts will be primarily
in the form of privately owned two-for-one replacements,
particularly in the earlier years (0-5) when the majority of
the development is likely to be one and two storey
developments with some areas of three storeys and a
number of specific sites for low rise apartments.
• Retail – there is likely to be some upgrade of older retail
assets that is likely to include some expansion of floor
space in the early years of the planning horizon but most
growth is likely to be in the form of smaller/specialist
business.

An assessment was undertaken of the existing residential
development potential within the study area, primarily focusing
on the land within a walkable distance of the central Tea Tree
Plaza shopping, transit and hospital area.
There is likely to be additional opportunities for redevelopment
associated with older, low scale, existing retail or commercial
sites. These have not been taken into account at this stage
because the timing of such redevelopment is uncertain,
however, physically there is space to accommodate additional
redevelopment.
The development potential was based on the following
assumptions:
• The typical, current, average block size is approximately
760sqm (allowing two for one replacement at 380sqm per
dwelling; up to four for one at 190sqm per dwelling)
• Main road frontages are more likely to support
amalgamated site redevelopments (eg seven for two at
217sqm per dwellings)
• Existing small lots were excluded from additional
development estimates.
The calculations do not make any estimate of mixed use
apartment development in the core where retail/commercial
uses are located at the ground level and residential
apartments are above. For the purposes of investigating
infrastructure issues, the level of development assumed for a
regional centre is sufficient to cover a proportional increase in
residential uses.
A total developable area (ie, excluding access/open space
etc.) was estimated for the key residential development types
and average densities applied to generate a broad estimate of
the number of potential dwellings. A conservative household
size estimate of 1.9 persons per dwelling was then applied to
generate an estimated population.

• Office & Consulting Rooms – there is potentially steady
growth in small to mid-size office activity.
• Mixed-use – (please see Table 2 on the next page) the
majority of mixed-use development will be located within
the core of the Regional Centre – this form of development
is likely to occur in the latter stages of the planning period,
once momentum has built and the public realm
improvements become more evident and perceptions
change.
Of these areas, the largest sector with significant potential for
growth that might also impact on infrastructure and services is
the residential sector.
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Table 2 | Land use development estimates
Land Use

Residential

0-5 years
Mainly small developments
where two townhouses
replace one existing
dwelling. Small but steady
numbers.
Possibly 1-2 apartment
developments.

5-10 years

10-15 years

Increasing pace and
quantity of two for one
development.

Faster pace of two for one
developments.

Growth in medium density
One or two medium density developments.
developments.
Growth in apartment/mixed
use developments.
1-2 apartment/mixed use
developments.
Retirement iving.

Beyond 15 years
Greater pace of medium
density developments.
Growth in apartments/
mixed use development
(retail on ground floor and
residential above).

Retail

Implementation of current
proposals to upgrade
existing retail – eg Modbury
Triangle up-grade.

Some limited expansion of
floor space (generally small
scale and a mixed use
concept).

More substantial
redevelopment concepts
for existing retail.

Growth in mixed use
developments (retail on
ground floor and residential
above).

Office/Consulting
Rooms

Limited change.

Potential for some growth
– health/services sector
related.

Some growth, still likely to
be smaller scale (as part of
mixed use developments).

Some growth, still likely to
be smaller scale (as part of
mixed use developments).

Community/Services
Sector

Little change (recent
Limited but steady growth
developments likely to have
(particularly in health
addressed short term
sector).
demand).

Potential for upgrade of
ageing building assets.

Some growth, still likely to
be smaller scale (as part of
mixed use developments).

Category

Description

Transition

Average Density

Estimated Dwelling

Estimated Population

Graduation between
existing low density areas
and new precincts.

30d/ha

430

816

Low to Medium

Two small precincts close
to the core to be upgraded
in the first 0-10 years.

35d/ha

260

494

Medium Areas

Larger residential precincts
surrounding the core area.

45d/ha

1380

2622

Main Road Frontage

Linear row and terrace
development.

55d/ha

480

1577

Existing Apartment
Sites (5 identified)

A small number of existing
sites suitable for apartment
development.

60d/ha

830

921

3380

6421

Total

For comparison purposes the following information has been provided to offer an indication of the quantum of possible change.
Factor

Current (or recent)
Estimates

Structure Plan
Estimates

Estimated Change

% of 30-Year Plan
Targets (Out of
Corridors, Infill,
Northern Region)

Estimated Residents

4500

6421

1921 more people

13%

Estimated Dwellings

1850

3380

1530 more dwellings

8%

Average Household
Size

2.4

1.9

Average of 0.5 people less
per household.

NA

75% 1-2 storey detached,
semi detached, row and
townhouses.

Majority of change will
come from two dwellings
replacing a single dwelling.

25% 3 storey row,
townhouses and
apartments.

Apartment style
development will be limited
to key sites.

The mix of dwelling types
will make a significant
contribution to the
affordable housing targets
for this part of the northern
region.

Housing Form

74.2% detached
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Infrastructure planning implications
Based on the figures above, the estimated average dwelling
increase is likely to be in the order of 102 per year. However, it
is likely that the pace of change will be slower in the first 5
years. Of these new connections, it is estimated that
approximately 830 may be in the form of medium rise
apartment style developments that could range between
50-100 apartments. It is likely that the number of these types
of developments will be limited until the latter half of the 15
year planning horizon.
It is also noted that an estimate is not provided for mixed-use
development in the core of the new zone. This area will require
the development of mixed-use, medium rise development.
The extent and number of these types of development will be
primarily driven by economic factors relating to the retail
sector. There is, however, potential for a number of sites to
accommodate this form of development associated with
redevelopment opportunities along the main roads and within
the Modbury Triangle and Tea Tree Plaza sites.
At this point, a reasonable projection for medium rise
apartment or mixed-use developments in the core area is in
the order of 20 such developments. Equating to an average of
1.3 such developments per year, but more like 1-2 in the first
five years and then increasing over the following 10 years.
Overall the projected changes are in line with the projections
set out in the 30-Year Plan. The likely number of new dwellings
is not excessive in the context of the plan and the pace of
change is likely to be slower in the first five year period.

• Has regional level health services as well as civic,
recreational and community services (provided by local
and State Government as well as the private sector).
In addition to this, planned investment in new infrastructure
will further improve the ability of the precinct to accommodate
additional development and business including:
• The planned roll out of the National Broadband Network
(NBN)
• An upgrade and more parking for the O-Bahn (Park and
Ride Project)
• An upgrade and some redevelopment of the Modbury
Triangle Centre.

The NBN
The National Broadband Network (NBN) is Australia’s first
national wholesale-only, open access communications
network that is being built to bring high speed broadband and
telephone services within the reach of all Australian premises.
The NBN will utilise three technologies – fibre, fixed wireless
and satellite – to improve ways for people to connect with one
another. Within the next decade, the plan is for every home,
school and workplace in the country to have access to the
NBN.
The NBN has the potential to transform many aspects of our
lives including internet and telephone services in areas such
as education, business, entertainment and access to online
health services.

In this context, the pace of change is likely to be generally
manageable for infrastructure providers, with the bulk of the
projected changes likely to occur in the 10-15 year planning
horizon, giving infrastructure planners some time to make
provision for increasing demand.

With the rollout of the NBN, Australian businesses have the
opportunity to move ahead online with affordable, high speed
internet access. NBN fibre, used in conjunction with the right
software, equipment and connections makes it possible for
businesses to:

Overall the Modbury Precinct and its surrounding areas are
relatively well provided with infrastructure and services. Unlike
some areas, where access to infrastructure and services might
be limited or at capacity, the precinct is a better place to focus
new development because it is better able to cope with
increasing demands.

• Upload and download files quickly and easily

The Modbury Precinct:

• Increase access to national and international markets and
opportunities to boost sales
• Take advantage of rich media, such as video and images
without delays
• Expand opportunities to attract and retain staff by reaching
a larger, skilled workforce via teleworking.

• Is well serviced by main roads, all of which are able to
accommodate additional traffic particularly during the
periods beyond the commuter peak

Modbury is scheduled for the NBN in September 2013.

• Has a high standard of public transport services, primarily
due to the pattern of main roads and the O-Bahn
Interchange and corridor

Much of Modbury is already developed or paved for roads,
footpaths and parking. However, the longer term development
objectives will see a handful of key sites developed and more
intensely developed residential precincts.

• Is well serviced with electricity, gas and water services
(main trunk services are located in the surrounding main
roads)

Stormwater

The City of Tea Tree Gully has a well established reputation for
having planned well for stormwater services. The key question
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is whether the proportional increase in runoff could be
accommodated within the existing systems or detained to
ensure undue pressure is not placed on the downstream
network. There are well established existing policies within the
Development Plan that address on-site detention issues. In a
broader context, the Modbury Precinct is fortunate in that it
has a number of surrounding creek lines and adjacent parks
that could accommodate sites to be used for detention
purposes. This may offer an opportunity to build on Council’s
existing efforts to capture and reuse stormwater for irrigation.

Wastewater – Community Wastewater Management
Scheme
There are three locations within the precinct that contain
properties connected to Council’s Community Wastewater
Management System (CWMS) for wastewater disposal. This
form of wastewater treatment and disposal creates a
development constraint when compared to a mains sewer
connection as it requires:
• A minimum 3000 litre septic tank, which in most
circumstances will have the minimum dimensions of 1.5 x
2.2m
• A separation distance of 2.5m between the tank and any
allotment boundary, building or structure
• A 3m wide easement to accommodate common effluent
drains where they are located within private property.
The first area is Glenere Drive, located east of North East Road
and south of Smart Road. In this location the CWMS system is
highly restrictive as the common effluent drain is located in the
middle of most allotments. If the system is retained in this
location a 3m wide easement will be required through the
centre of these allotments when land is divided, greatly
reducing the developable area of each site.
In addition to this, any septic tank will need to be located
outside of the easement, which could prove challenging as
the tanks also need to be located 2.5m from any building or
property boundary.
There is sewer at the intersection of Glenere Drive and North
East Road which could be extended along Glenere Drive
(approximately 270m) to remove the development constraint.
This would require negotiation with SA Water.
The second location is Faehse Street located south of Smart
Road and north of the O-Bahn track. All of the properties in
Faehse Street have sewer connections available but there are
some properties that are still connected to CWMS. Properties
can easily be converted to sewer during redevelopment
resulting in the CWMS being decommissioned in this location
and removing the development constraint.
The third location is a section of North East Road (numbers
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845 – 877) and Dawson Drive and Angas Court located on the
fringe of the precinct between McIntyre Road and Kelly Road.
The CWMS drain is located at the rear of a number of
properties in this location requiring a 3m wide easement to be
created when redevelopment occurs. In addition, some
properties in Angas Court have a system to pump their
effluent to the CWMS because the connection points are
shallow. This creates an additional development constraint
due to the the increased allotment area required to
accommodate the easement, septic tank and pump system.
Sewer is present in North East Road, but practicality and cost
may be a barrier to having this extended. The area’s location
on the fringe of the precinct and the practicalities make it a
low priority in terms of conversion to sewer.
The final location is the residential area north of Montague
Road. It includes properties along Montague Road, Beltana
Avenue, Alawa Avenue, Illiad Grove and Buder Court.
This area was identified as the first likely to experience
redevelopment based on site and capital values of properties
and its location close to the core of the precinct.
In this location all of the CWMS drains are located within
private property therefore 3m wide easements would be
required when any redevelopment occurs. A septic tank and a
2.5m separation from the tank to any building or property
boundary would also be required, reducing the developable
area of each site.
Sewer is currently located in Fairleigh Avenue and could be
extended to remove this development constraint particularly
along Beltana Avenue and Alawa Avenue. Connecting to
properties along Montague Road and Buder Court would be
more difficult and more costly.
It is recommended that negotiations occur with SA Water to
convert this area of the precinct to sewer as an infrastructure
priority. It represents the first stage of residential
redevelopment in the precinct and removing any development
constraints will be beneficial to facilitating development in this
area.

Services
As a regional centre, Modbury offers a wide range of services
in the fields of health, education, social services and
community/cultural groups which are supported or delivered
by both public and private organisations.
While it is not necessary to review all of these, there are a
number of key facilities of note and these are discussed
below.
The Tea Tree Gully TAFE is an important facility that will
increasingly offer courses in the focus area of the creative and
digital sectors. TAFE will be developing a more streamlined

Community engagement

approach for industry, schools and higher education
providers. As TAFE evolves to cater for new needs, so too will
its potential for more integrated links with the Precinct and its
activities. It will be important that TAFE is able to develop
better and more direct pedestrian links through its site and to
the wider precinct.
The Modbury Hospital is one of three general hospitals in
Metropolitan Adelaide. Government has made a funding
commitment to upgrades including a new Emergency
Department, rehabilitation services and has invested in a new,
nearby GP Plus facility.
The first stage of a $46 million Modbury Hospital
redevelopment will begin in September 2013 with the
expansion and refurbishment of the hospital’s
EmergencyDepartment (ED). The redevelopment and
expansion of ED covers approximately 1900sqm of works, and
includes complete reconfiguration, refurbishment and
expansion of the existing ED area.
The redevelopments will almost double the ED’s capacity,
increasing from 23 to 40 the number of treatment and
assessment spaces, which will enable more people to be
treated and reduce patient waiting times. The hospital will
continue to provide emergency services during the
redevelopment work, but there may be less space for the
doctors and nurses to work in during the later stages. It is
anticipated that Stage 1 of the redevelopment will take
approximately 16 months to complete.
The hospital also has approval for second stage of
redevelopment that includes the building of a new 36-bed
inpatient and rehabilitation facility. This project is estimated to
be undertaken in 2016-17.
This makes the hospital and its surrounding health precinct
one of the most intense people places in the whole of the
precinct. There a need to re-think how staff, visitors and day
patients interact with the wider precinct.
The current Smart Road environment and pedestrian links to
the rest of the precinct are poor and unattractive. The
roundabout at the intersection with Reservoir Road is a
particular problem for access at a vital point in the precinct.
Roundabouts are particularly inconvenient for pedestrians and
can be hard to navigate, especially for people with mobility
limitations and those with children. Unlike traffic light
intersections where there are clear and direct crossing points,
roundabouts do not give priority to pedestrian crossings. If the
health precinct is to be better connected with Modbury
Triangle and Reservoir Road as a main street then direct
convenient and safe crossing provision must be considered at
this intersection as a priority over the convenience and free
flow of traffic.

Economic and activity
There are many international, national and local factors that
influence the economy. When the Australian dollar became
equal to the US dollar it showed up the substantial price
differences between what Australian’s pay for products and
what Americans pay. At the same time secure, online
shopping became a more popular means of shopping for
many people who don’t have time to browse shops. There is
also restructuring occurring in the retail sector including a
move away from large department stores that have a bit of
everything to clusters of theme shops that offer a wide variety
in particular fields (e.g. electrical/appliances, furniture, home
wares, outdoor living).
On the other hand there appears to be growth in the demand
for places for people to spend their leisure time, meet and
socialise and possibly combine this with shopping (cafés,
restaurants, browsing boutique shops, markets etc.). Places
that are both good for kids as well as their parents are also
popular. However, in many cases it is the attractiveness of the
setting that helps to create the overall experience that people
are looking for. Variety and choice are also key elements of
what attracts people to one centre rather than another. Part of
the experience of a place is walking along and deciding what
you feel like at the time or being surprised by an event/music
that you did not expect.
There is a need for Modbury Precinct to have a flexible
approach to these changes to ensure that it does not become
a precinct of the past but responds to changing demands and
remains a precinct for the future. This is very important for
local business, not just the businesses that operate now, but
the ones being planned by future generations.
There is little that Council or any government can do to
influence the changes that are occurring. However, Council
can implement a plan that creates a place that enables
business to respond to change. This means more flexible
rules about land use types and a more coordinated approach
to parking and access and better, more attractive building
design. However, in the end it will be business and the
community that decides what will work and what will not. The
most critical and most valuable contribution that Council can
make is investing time, effort and money in improving the
public environment. Making Modbury an attractive place and a
pleasant place to be in and walk around.
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Preliminary consultations with infrastructure agencies

Issue

Authority

Engagement

National Broadband
Network rollout & progress

NBN

Phone calls, research on website and further
research

Aviation tower

GHD Aviation Engineers

Advice on cost and likelihood hood to relocate
tower

Mains infrastructure

DPTI

Meetings with DPTI Officers

Future electricity provision

SA Power Provision

Liaison with ETSA Asset Manager

Future gas provision

SA Power Provision

Liaison with ETSA Asset Manager

Future water provision

SA Water

Liaison with SA Water Liaison Officer

DPTI roads

DPTI

Meetings with senior officers of DPTI. DPTI officers
also attended a attended a facilitated workshop

Public transport – buses
and O-Bahn

DPTI and Passenger Transport Services

Meetings with senior officers of DPTI. DPTI officers
also attended a attended a facilitated workshop

Tertiary education

TAFE

Correspondence with Managing Director. Staff
from Tea Tree Gully campus attended a facilitated
workshop

Medical provision

Modbury Hospital

Liaison with staff from Modbury Hospital and
research on redevelopment

Demographic analysis

ID Profile

CTTG website
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Community engagement activities
Community engagement formed a key part of this project,
providing the opportunity for the community to have a say and
help shape the future of the Modbury precinct.
A community engagement strategy was developed for
engaging the community regarding the draft Structure Plan, in
line with our Community Engagement Framework and
Community Engagement (Public Consultation) Policy.
Pre-engagement activity – quick poll
Prior to the official community engagement period, a quick poll
was conducted by independent researchers newfocus to gauge
the community’s appetite for change and guide us in
developing our strategy and key messages for the engagement
commencing in February 2013. The poll was conducted at
Westfield Tea Tree Plaza and Tea Tree Gully Library from 17-20
December 2012. The sample of 331 comprised a good mix of
those who live, work, play or shop within the area and soft
quotas were set on age.
Engagement activities

The online form or survey was non-linear, meaning people
could choose which sections they wanted to provide feedback
on from a main menu, without having to move sequentially
through all questions in the survey. In addition to boxes where
free text could be typed, maps of the precinct with a grid
pattern overlaid were provided, along with different types of
icons to represent different activities such as community and
leisure activities, as well as shops, cafés and pathways.
Respondents clicked on the relevant icon, then clicked on the
relevant grid space on the map to place the icon where they
preferred for the activity to be located in the precinct.
Similarly, different types of lines, crosses, etc were available as
icons to allow respondents to indicate on a grid map where
they wanted to see more or better pathways throughout the
precinct.
Youth workshop
Young people aged approximately 14-17 years of age, from
schools and groups within and around the precinct, were
invited to attend an informal workshop on Tuesday, March 5 at
Hive 12-Twenty Five.

From 11 February to 18 March 2013, the community was invited The young people were taken through a series of questions
and activities, asking them what they currently liked about
to provide their feedback on specific aspects of the draft plan
Modbury, what types of and where they would like to see
including:
different activities and shops, etc in the precinct, and their
• Movement and connections within and around the precinct ideas for improving streets and public spaces in the precinct.
• Use of open spaces
Face to face interviews with development industry
• Streetscapes
representatives
• Types of land uses and proposed locations, eg cafés,
A number of builders and developers were written to
entertainment and activities
requesting their participation in face to face interviews with
• Role of business – existing and future.
project team staff. The focus of the discussion was issue
The engagement was promoted in a number of ways and
based, depending on the area they worked in and/or
variety of different methods for obtaining feedback were utilised. represented.
Letter and feedback form
Approximately 2500 residents and/or property owners in the
Modbury precinct were written to advising them of the
consultation being conducted and inviting them to provide
feedback on the draft structure plan. A four page overview of
the structure plan was included to give a taste of the plan, as
well as a feedback form and reply paid envelope. Residents
were encouraged to provide their feedback online if they
preferred.
Website and mapping consultation tool
Council’s website also provided information about the project
and an online form/survey to give feedback.
An innovative new mapping consultation tool was used as part
of the community engagement activities. This was the first time
this tool, created by a UK based company called Delib, had
been used in Australia.

Mini groups/informal discussions with CALD community
representatives
Two informal discussions were held with CALD (Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse) community representatives: Gully
Winds, members of Council’s Indigenous Elders Social
Program and Council’s HACC (Home and Community Care)
Consumer Reference Group.
Focus group with 18-35 year olds
An informal discussion group was held with a number of 18-35
year olds who either lived, worked or played (or a combination
of these) in the Modbury area. This group was held at Hive
12-TwentyFive in the evening on Wednesday, 6 March. The
group was asked a series of questions adapted from those in
the feedback form.
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Information activities

Future housing in the Modbury precinct

The community engagement process was promoted in
various ways including:

Respondents were prompted with images of a style of
apartment that exists within Golden Grove, in order to
understand the appeal of this style of housing for the Modbury
precinct area. Overall results indicate that approximately half
(51%) of respondents were ‘for’ this style of housing, and
almost one in four people (37%) were ‘against’ Council
considering this style of housing for the Modbury precinct
area.

• Council’s digital screen advertising located at the Civic
Centre, Library, Hive, Waterworld and recreation centres
• Banner on Civic Park
• Banners in the Library and Civic Centre foyer
• Council’s news column in the Leader Messenger ‘Gully
Views’ throughout the engagement period
• Calling cards placed in the Library and Civic Centre foyer
– business card sized take-away cards with details on how
to find out more and to provide feedback
• Business sector breakfast attended by Minister Tony
Piccolo representing Premier Jay Weatherill.

Community engagement outcomes
Overview of quick poll results – pre-engagement activity
The following overview of key findings has been taken from
the research report produced by newfocus.
Appetite for change
Overall, the results suggest a reasonably good appetite for
change, with almost two-thirds (64%), believing that the
Modbury precinct needs revitalising or revamping. This is
good news for Council in that the majority are in favour of
change, however this should be managed carefully in future
engagement as there is still a sizeable portion (34%) who
believe the precinct does not need revitalising.
Suggested ways to revitalise the Modbury precinct
A number of suggestions have been put forward as ways to
revamp or revitalise the Modbury precinct area. The most
common reasons have been cited above, however can also
be linked into the following two themes:
Things to do
• Parks/playground/nature trail/reserves/wetlands/dog
parks/more/upgrade/cleaner/ maintain (23%)
• Recreational facilities/more/youth/free/sports/fitness/
venues/swimming pool/bike riding areas/skate park/graffiti
wall/cleaner (12%)
• Restaurants/cafés – more/better variety (12%).
Appearance of the area
• Needs upgrade/looks tired, out-dated (19%)
• Trees/vegetation – more (18%)
• Roads – improved/upgraded (12%)
• Footpaths – more (11%)
• Footpaths – better maintained (10%).
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Interestingly, there doesn’t appear to be a link between those
against apartment style housing and their opinion on the
revitalising of the Modbury precinct. For those against
apartment style housing, 62% were still in support of
revamping the Modbury precinct, which is largely in line with
the overall result in support of revitalisation (64%).

Key directions

Table 3 | Profiling those for and against the revitalisation of the Modbury Precinct
For

Against

More and better maintenance of parks,
playgrounds, nature trails, dog parks etc (23%).
How could the area be revitalised/
revamped?

Needs upgrade – looks tired and out-dated
(19%).

-

More trees and vegetation (18%)
Why shouldn’t the area be revitalised/
revamped?

-

Believe it’s fine the way it is (89%)

Appeal for more apartment style
housing?

51% say yes

49% say yes

37% say no

41% say no

Gender

Female

Male

Age

Even spread

Even spread

Location

Even spread

Even spread

Overview of engagement outcomes
The table below outlines the responses received, attendance at the workshops and groups and interviews conducted. As shown in the table
below, the community engagement activities covered a wide range of methodologies and demographics.
Table 4 | Overview
Group

Method of Reponse / Participation

Number

Hard copy feedback form

146

Online form (mapping consultation tool)

122

Total

268

B

Youth workshop

40

C

Focus group

8

A

Mini groups:
D

E
F

HACC Consumer Reference Group

9

Gully Winds

12

Letter/email submissions

11

Additional attachments/submissions to feedback form

4

Face to face interviews with development industry representatives

4
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Site and context

Environment and amenity

The Modbury Precinct will be a well-defined and recognisable
place that has a strong sense of place and identity for users
and those passing through.

There must be an emphasis on using trees, streetscapes and
park landscaping to promote a unique and strong identity for
the precinct. Avenues of large trees and green spaces should
be integrated into and through the precinct, connecting
corridors such as creek lines and the O-Bahn.

This can be achieved by:
• Clearly defining the square structure through strong built
form on its edges (Reservoir, Montague, rear of Tea Tree
Plaza and Smart Road)
• Creating a sense of address through streetscaping
including trees, quality pavements, street furniture and art
• Creating key gateways to give a sense of arrival, signal
entrance points to the centre precinct and to highlight a
pedestrian environment.
There could be two levels of gateway treatments – one for the
overall precinct and one for the core of activity. The precinct
entry statements should be of a similar style and theme
promoting the precinct as a whole and may include public art,
flags, use of colour and technology. Streetscapes and entry
statements for the core should display a variety of themes to
reflect a diverse precinct. Streetscapes, landscaped parks and
gateways in the wider precinct should reflect a strong level of
residential style amenity.
Refer to Gateways Plan on page 39.
Development along the internal road edges should present a
strong face to the roads and where possible create a
protective frame for more, people orientated, activity in the
Precinct and behind these facades.
Where possible and where design can manage interface
issues for different uses between residential and commercial,
multi-level buildings should take advantage of views including
platforms for outdoor activity (restaurants, cafés, roof top bars
and function spaces).
Interface issues include situation where development could
overlook and/or overshadow existing residential dwellings. As
part of the development assessment process these issues are
considered in detail so that this can be avoided. However,
there may be sites that do not create these types of problems.
The south side of Montague Road is one example where
balconies overlooking Civic Park could take advantage of
views without impacting on residential development.
Issues of overshadowing and overlooking can be overcome
and prevented by carefully guided design and approval.
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Civic Park would be the core of this element, boarded by
development that faces the park and makes the most of this
amenity and views and encouraging activity in the park. The
frontage to North East Road needs to be the face or window
of the park with a very high standard of landscaping treatment
that allows those passing to ‘see in’. These strategies will help
to promote constant use and activity within the park, catering
to workers during the day and families and residents after
hours and on weekends.
Extending and reinforcing the creek lines with tree planting
and pedestrian and cycle links through and around the
precinct will help to reinforce the natural environment theme
and make the precinct memorable and unique. This ‘treed and
green’ theme can be further reinforced within the precinct by
more formal tree-lined pedestrian links. These strategies will
help link the surrounding green corridors to the core of the
centre and add amenity to the pedestrian environment.
From a different perspective, it is also important to consider
the needs of residents living in and around the centre. In this
context it is important to connect the residential precincts to
local parks and creek lines as a place for quiet retreat and
places for social and family interaction. This should include
upgrades to the landscaping of the surrounding creek lines
and parks as a means of offering amenity for higher density
living and to create precincts with their own sense of identity
and feel. This green connection could be extended to
reinforce residential precinct identity through local streetscape
and street tree improvements.
The above strategies are linked to an overall approach to
substantially improving the amenity and safety of the main
road environments through streetscape improvements.
However it is recognised that this will need to be tailored to
the functional requirements of the different main roads.
In addition to trees and landscaping, the use of art and
creative features can further define the precinct identity,
promote a sense of fun and recognise diversity (linked to
gateway strategy).
There is also an opportunity to have a series of more ‘urban’
places, courtyards and plazas that can offer retreat from
negative aspects of the environment including traffic noise and
extreme weather conditions. These places could be internal
spaces such as Modbury Avenue in the Modbury Triangle that
can offer protection from cold winds.
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Movement and access
It is critical that an emphasis is placed on designing for
pedestrians and cyclists within the precinct. This includes
substantially upgrading the standard of amenity and
addressing safety along key pedestrian routes that
conveniently connect the precinct internally. A particularly
important priority is to improve connections between the
O-Bahn, TAFE and the rest of the precinct.
Design should ensure that pathways are clearly defined, have
quality pavements, are landscaped (including trees, shade,
shelter and seating) and have good signage to help people
navigate their way around the precinct. Design must also
ensure that pedestrian routes cater to all ages and abilities
and ensure that regular resting places are available.
However, it is important to also recognise that the main roads
are corridors for vehicle movement, public transport,
emergency vehicle access and business activity. A careful
design approach is needed to provide a balance to the role
and function of the roads within the precinct. Given the volume
of passing traffic, there is an opportunity to use main road
frontages as places for the promotion and the face of the
precinct. Promoting high quality builtform along mainroads,
the use of gateway statements and coordinated and smart
streetscaping will help to promote a diverse, pleasant and
contemporary centre precinct.
Refer to Major Open Space and Road Networks map on page
42.
Main roads need to maintain a wider transport and access
function and be designed accordingly:
• North East Road is and will continue to be a high traffic
volume route – access points should be limited to a few
key points and well sign posted. The presentation along
this route should be the window to the centre, offering well
designed builtform, a view and a taste and inviting people
to explore more
• Smart Road will become an increasingly important road for
public transport and is critical for access to the medical
precinct. Use along this road should not promote on-street
parking but it will need to be a high quality pedestrian
environment to connect the education, health and transit
activities to shopping, food and entertainment areas in the
core of the precinct
• Montague Road is likely to become an increasingly
important connection to the western parts of Adelaide but
it is also situated on higher ground offering views and
strong connections to Civic Park. This offers an
opportunity for civic, office and corporate uses with more
active uses facing Civic Park
• Reservoir Road has the potential for greater activation
between the street environment and adjacent land uses.
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The section north of the North East Road intersection has
potential for more of a mix of entertainment uses,
transitioning to corporate and office uses. The section
south of the Smart Road intersection has potential for
consulting services including medical related services
transitioning south to medium density residential
development. The central section has the potential for
smallerscale shop front, food and service activities. The
development along Reservoir Road will need to be
designed carefully to manage safety for pedestrians in a
high traffic environment.
Car parking in the precinct should seek to transition from
larger areas of car parks to more multi-level parking as
demand and property values increase. This will concentrate
parking access points and intensify parking use. The interface
with the pedestrian environment will need to be well designed
to manage potential safety issues.
Improvements to wider pedestrian and cycle linkages into the
Precinct along the O-Bahn and lower creek line corridors
provide the community with a safe, family friendly option for
access. Directional signage and clear linkages at the edge of
the Precinct are required.
Smart Road and Reservoir Road intersection
There is a critical need to review this intersection to create a
more pedestrian friendly environment. The Modbury Hospital
and its surrounding activities represent the greatest
concentration of people in the precinct. There is a need to
provide substantially better and safer connections to the retail,
restaurant and banking services located in the Modbury
Triangle. The roundabout based intersection is particularly
unfriendly and unsafe for pedestrians because it gives a high
priority to constant traffic movements that can be hard for
pedestrians to judge. In order to find a safe and predictable
crossing point, pedestrians have to move away from the
intersection, taking them away from their intended destination
(ie,they have walk a lot further) and away from crossovers
(difficult for scooters, prams and wheelchairs).

Infrastructure and services
Stormwater
While there are no particular impediments to development
related to stormwater management, there are a number of
issues that could consider whether there is:
• An opportunity to investigate a precinct-wide strategy for
the management of stormwater to take advantage of
additional potential for capture, recycling and reuse
• An opportunity to have an integrated approach to balance
the need for on-site management but also allowing the
intensification of development relative to the needs of a
functional regional centre

Key directions

• A need to avoid the creation of large open areas for
stormwater detention that are unpleasant for pedestrians
or prevent economic development of the precinct.
NBN
The new National Broadband Network release will give
opportunities to existing and emerging businesses to improve
and expand. Three technologies will be used to supply faster
and more reliable broadband access to all businesses, these
include: optic fibre, fixed wireless and next-generation satellite.
This NBN upgrade also means fairer infrastructure access for
service providers, greater retail completion and a wider variety
of choice with services for businesses.
•

•

Support the roll out of the NBN as a critical support for
business, education and the delivery of services to the
community.
Explore the potential for communication within the
Precinct and to assist with navigation, promotion of
events and activities and management of parking
demand.

The NBN will be able to give existing businesses a
conventional edge by:
• Allowing for 24 hour online trading
• Greater efficiency and lower costs
• Flexibility
• Attraction of skilled staff
• Cloud computing (avoid having to purchase expensive
equipment and software)
• Instant messaging and high definition video.
Mains infrastructure
It is important to bear in mind that the main roads, in the wider
context of metropolitan transport and as corridors, also carry
mains infrastructure. The Structure Plan needs to be mindful
that there is a need to work with the limitations and the
benefits that this important infrastructure brings to the
precinct. As such, while ideas for main road closure or
relocation were given consideration, this was not explored
further as an outcome in the Structure Plan.
Services
It will be important to support the civic, education and health
services provided in the precinct by providing more attractive,
useable and safe pedestrian connections. These land uses
and services attract a relatively large number of people and
employees. By providing better connections, these people
and employees may find it preferable to stay in the centre
longer and to access other retail, café, and food services.
From a different perspective, there is an opportunity to
promote the development of housing tailored to the needs of

residents who see a benefit in being located close to such
services. These people may include students, people with
disabilities and ageing households. However, it will be
important to create a high standard of amenity and
attractiveness within these areas for employees, users, visitors
and residents by upgrading the creek line south of Smart
Road and the surrounding street environments and providing
access links that can be used by people of all abilities.
Economy and activity
It is critical to recognise that the key to achieving better
economic outcomes is to attract more people to the precinct
and therefore more life during the day, evenings and on
weekends. This will attract more businesses, jobs and a
greater variety of activity.
This requires changing the general perception of Modbury
through substantial improvements to the public environment
(trees, art, colour) to demonstrate change and promote a
sense of excitement that Modbury is evolving for the better. At
the heart of this is the need to develop a strong brand and
program of precinct promotion in association with business
and operators in the precinct.
However, this needs to be backed up by specific actions that
support change and more activity within the centre. Such
actions could include:
• Having a calendar of events and activities that occur
regularly, appeal to a wide range of people and help to
activate the precinct
• Encourage temporary activities that act as incubators
attracting more people to Modbury and build a foundation
for new and expanding business
• Create a regulatory environment that encourages more
activity, housing and development within the precinct. This
should be done through planning policy and also prelodgement advice and support to applicants
• Encourage a diverse range of scales and types of
buildings to support a diverse range of business and
household types that underpins a sustainable economy
• Manage interface and land use impact uses through the
creation of precincts that offer a different type of activity
focus and duration and through high quality design.
The Hudson Howell studies reinforce the opportunity
associated with linking market segments and land use activity
to promote attractive places for business and residential uses.
Key considerations include:
• Build on the existing retail precinct and its offerings,
including entertainment (Tea Tree Plaza, Modbury Triangle,
Pelican Plaza)
• Incorporate cafe/restaurant small floor plate retail
(Reservoir Road Precinct)
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• Reinforce the health and education services (Smart Road
Precinct)
• Offer residential opportunities that are located to suit the
needs of target market segments.
In relation to the last point, the Structure Plan aims to provide
opportunities for residential development, including mixed-use
development in precincts such as:
• Apartment living in and around the Smart Road/Health/
Education Precinct (retirement living, students)
• Apartment living above shops and offices within the retail
and entertainment core (students and younger age
groups)
• Residential types in and around the Reservior Road main
street (younger and middle age groups)
• Purely residential precincts with a mix of dwelling types in
precincts adjacent to the core. (e.g. south of Smart Road
precinct, east of Tea Tree Plaza, north of Montague Road
etc.).
There are changes happening now that present opportunities
for better outcomes in the future. These include:
• Some of the buildings and houses are getting to an age
where they need to be replaced, which means that it is the
right time to plan for change
• The National Broadband Network roll out has commenced
in Modbury
• There are redevelopment projects planned around the
O-Bahn and at Modbury Triangle
• Modbury is already classified as a regional centre and
therefore it has regional level infrastructure. Some
upgrades may be needed over the next 30 years but there
is time to plan for this
• The retail industry is changing and we are not sure yet
what this will mean. We need to provide for flexibility and
adaptability in policy and builtform to allow businesses to
respond.
Getting the process to happen in a positive direction takes a
long time. To achieve all the outcomes can take 20-30 years.
In order to attract more activity and business, there is a need
to firstly attract more people to the centre. If there are more
people in the centre, then more business will be attracted to
the centre to cater for new needs. If there is more choice in the
centre then more people will be attracted. The hard part is the
starting point, how to start this process.
There are a number of things that Council can do to start the
process but the key message needs to be – look at Modbury,
we are doing something new, better and interesting. A key
step is to change people’s perceptions of Modbury. The
feedback from create20forty indicates that many people see

part of Modbury as being ugly and unattractive.
Making improvements to the public environment is a very
visible and relatively easy way to send a message that
changes people’s perceptions of Modbury. This can start in a
number of key locations that are likely to have the greatest
impact on perceptions.
Some ideas include:
• Upgrade the façade of Civic Park and put BBQs and
shelter in a visible place so people passing in cars can
firstly see something different/improved and secondly can
see how they might use it
• Run a ‘bazaar’ in Modbury Triangle (Modbury Avenue off
Reservoir Road) on Sunday mornings. Use temporary
features such as flags and banners and planter boxes to
create a colourful and festive feel that people can see as
they drive past. Hold it at a time that does not compete
with the shops (e.g. Sunday morning).
There is also a need to change perceptions about living in and
near the centre. Some areas are dated and need refreshing.
Selecting a small precinct to test the market and reactions
would help to stimulate interest in new residential
development. The small precinct to the north of Montague
Road is a good area to start with because:
• It is relatively small and self-contained
• It backs onto the creek line, with a park and an existing
pedestrian/cycle link
• It is behind a ridge, a bit tucked away
• Any higher density development along Montague Road will
not create over shadowing issues in the future.
The steps would include implementing a coordinated
residential street upgrade including:
• Consistent street tree planting to complement
improvements along Montague Road
• Upgrading the park to a higher standard of amenity with
facilities such as BBQs, seating, shelter and fitness
equipment
• Providing signage for pedestrians to show directions to
surrounding facilities (e.g. water park) and to the centre
and its facilities
• Introduce zoning policy that encourages people to
redevelop their properties from one house to two or three
• Work with the school to create connections between the
school and the new public park environment along the
creek.
Council might also consider offering a pre-lodgement service
for residents and businesses to help them understand how to
plan a redevelopment and take it through the approval
process.
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Generating change

The first steps
The process of change occurring in a positive direction will
take time and will involve Council actively intervening and
being a major player in the process. To achieve all the
outcomes in the Structure Plan can take anywhere up to 20-30
years.
The first steps are important:
• Encourage everyone to see Modbury as their regional
centre now and in the future
• Seek broad community support and ‘buy in’ to start down
the right track for the long term future
• Council to start initiating small, manageable physical
projects that demonstrate how the plan can deliver better
outcomes for everyone
• Encourage more people to use the precinct to support
current businesses and existing jobs
• Amend the Development Plan to ensure better design
outcomes are achieved on all new developments.
In the short to medium term the fundamental elements
underpinning the Structure Plan include:
• Upgrading of streetscapes
• Street tree planting
• A program of activities and events to attract people into the
precinct
• Create safe, green linkages for cyclists and pedestrians
into the precinct
• Support for owners who wish to redevelop their properties
• Create opportunities for development of key sites for
mixed-use activities.
The Structure Plan includes an Implementation section which
outlines the work that is already underway and the key
initiatives that could commence soon to encourage
involvement and manage early changes and improvements to
the centre. It is important to recognise that the first steps for
improvement do not need to be overly expensive or onerous.
There is considerable benefit in scheduling small scale events
and making improvements to public amenity for the benefit of
the whole community. In addition to this, Council may find that
there are community groups and local businesses that have
ideas about small scale activities or other improvements.
Keeping the door open to such ideas is critical to fostering a
sense of ownership in relation to the centre and its success.
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